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Abstract 

A multi-type electrotherapy system for non-invasive treatment of both surface and deep body 

bacterial and viral infections and wound healing, the system comprising: a machine learning 

function optimization task algorithm, and a stimulation device electronically designed to 

include the ability to generate carrier base waveforms with amplitude modulation of these 

waveforms by secondary frequencies. The ranges of such frequencies are preferably base 

frequencies in the range of 1-20,000 Hz and modulating frequencies in the range of 1-200 Hz.  

The waveforms are preferably generated by either direct digital synthesis (DDS) or digital to 

analogue (DAC) converter electronics.
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FUNCTION OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM AND MULTI-TYPE ELECTROTHERAPY 

COMBINATION TREATMENT 

(1) Field of the Invention 

(2) The present invention relates to a dynamic function optimization task algorithm and 

treatment device for multi-type electrotherapy combinations that includes stimulation of 

intra-cellular second messengers. The present specification also discloses an 

lontophoresis Device and method of treatment with a variant form being an Electro

Acupuncture Stimulator.  

(3) Background of the Invention 

(4) Electrotherapy, also termed electromedicine and electrical stimulation (ES), and in 

neurostimulation applications, electroceuticals, has many types, modalities and 

variations thereof including but not exhaustively: TENS, MENS, NMES, FES, pulsed 

electromagnetic field (PEMF) stimulation, direct current (DC) stimulation including low 

and ultra-low intensity stimulation, AC and other waveform generating stimulation with 

or without secondary amplitude or frequency modulation, electroacupuncture, 

microcurrent, interferential (IF), transcranial stimulation devices, targeted neural circuit 

stimulation, silver-nylon cloth electrode iontophoresis stimulators (SIS) and low intensity 

direct current (DC) and DC electric field (EF) stimulation as disclosed in patent AU 

2016202751, targeted ES for promoting bone fracture healing and nerve tissue 

regeneration, and liquid medication iontophoresis also known as transcutaneous drug 

delivery that is a hybrid of electrotherapy and drug treatment, all with specific and 

intended target therapeutic effects.  

(5) Due to the enormous complexities and rapid spatio-temporal dynamics of tissue, 

cellular, and molecular (including genetic) microenvironments, and the effectively 

unlimited combinations of pathological abnormalities that can occur within one or many 

of these microenvironments, it is extremely difficult to select an electrotherapy modality 

at any point in time, and that is to be continued for any extended period of time (seconds, 

minutes, hours, days), with reliable and reproducible prediction of significant therapeutic 

effect and of no detrimental effect on any localized target tissue. Additionally, it is 

impossible to be aware of the large and fast growing body of published medical ES 

literature with tens of thousands of articles reporting complex effects and data in a very 

large field of therapeutic and research applications and know how to apply this large 

body of information to specific medical case instances.
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(6) Yet a further obstacle to selecting single and combination ES modalities, is that the 

global level of knowledge and understanding of the mechanisms of action of the various 

ES modalities is still in its infancy with far more remaining unknown than established 

information within the ES medical-scientific literature.  

(7) Given the complexities and dynamics of both normal physiological processes and their 

pathological abnormalities all of which are active in very short timeframes, combinations 

of electrotherapy modalities are sometimes applied sequentially or simultaneously in 

order to supplement, augment, replace, provide energy to, up-regulate or otherwise 

variously stimulate multiple rather than single therapeutic targets and processes within 

the pathological target tissue microenvironments. Some specialized electromedical 

devices are capable of multiple ES modality combinations, with one example disclosed 

in patent AU 2016202751 where surface wound healing electrical stimulation is provided 

by a combination of low intensity DC (LIDC), EF stimulation, and by cell phenotype 

modification stimulation. However, selecting a therapeutically effective, and non 

detrimental, combination of ES modalities at any point in time during the acute to chronic 

stages of any pathology, normalization and healing-where a chronic or non healing 

surface wound is one such example-remains practicably unworkable as being 

predictively from extremely difficult to impossible.  

(8) lontophoresis is a process in which ions flow diffusively in a medium driven by an applied 

electrical field. The present disclosure also shows an electronic Device for the infusion 

of silver ions in medical iontophoresis.  

(9) lontophoresis involves the interaction between ionized molecules of a source and an 

external electric field, resulting in the migration of charged cations or molecules. The 

migration is achieved by placing two electrodes on the patient's skin which are connected 

to a low intensity direct current (LIDC) power supply. One of the electrodes is a source 

or "Positive" electrode. The other electrode is a "Return" electrode. The Positive and 

Return Electrodes are effectively a positively charged anode and a negatively charged 

cathode, respectively. The electric potential and EF generated between the two 

electrodes causes the charged cations or molecules to migrate from the Positive 

Electrode directly into the tissues of the patient aligned between and directly towards the 

Return Electrode without the necessity of hypodermic injection and its adverse effects, 

such as pain and risk of infection, nor the shortcoming of infusions that depend on blood 

supply to reach target (infected) tissues - that may be remote from the site of the injection 

and/or be surrounded by micro-circulatory disturbances reducing or inhibiting drug or 

substance uptake.
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(10) The present invention seeks to overcome or substantially ameliorate at least some of the 

deficiencies of the prior art, or to at least provide an alternative.  

(11) It is to be understood that, if any prior art information is referred to herein, such reference 

does not constitute an admission that the information forms part of the common general 

knowledge in the art, in Australia or any other country.  

(12) Summary of the Invention 

(13) The invention in one aspect provides a multi-type electrotherapy system for non-invasive 

treatment of one or more of: surface and internal infected tissues, gross tissue injuries, 

abnormalities and morphological changes, surface wounds and ulcers, and pain 

conditions, the system comprising: 

a machine learning algorithm, and 

an electrical stimulation (ES) device electronically designed and software programmed 

with the learning algorithm and to include the ability to generate carrier base waveforms 

with amplitude modulation of the carrier base waveforms by secondary frequencies.  

(14) In one embodiment, the machine learning algorithm is a dynamic function optimization 

task algorithm.  

(15) In another embodiment, input data for the learning algorithm includes therapeutically 

desired vector quantity changes of a target bioelectric or biochemical parameter (Pbio) 

that is monitored and measured repeatedly electronically or chemically every few 

seconds or minutes.  

(16) In another embodiment, assessment of Pbio change is performed with continuously 

updated regression analysis or by other statistical and analytical means.  

(17) In another embodiment, the ranges of generated carrier base waveform frequencies by 

the ES device are base frequencies in the range of 1-20,000 Hz and the secondary 

frequencies are modulating signal frequencies in the range of 1-200 Hz.  

(18) In another embodiment, the waveforms are generated by either direct digital synthesis 

(DDS) or digital to analogue (DAC) converter electronics.  

(19) In another embodiment, the amplitude modulated waveforms generated by the 

electronic circuits of the stimulation device are utilized to stimulate and regulate specific 

intra-cellular second messengers.  

(20) In another embodiment, the second messengers include cyclic AMP: adenosine 3',5'

monophosphate (cAMP), and cyclic GMP: guanosine 3',5'-cyclic monophosphate 

(cGMP).
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(21) In another embodiment, the stimulation device can operate as a constant voltage source 

outputting the DDS or DAC generated amplitude modulated waveforms that results in 

clinically effective ES.  

(22) In another embodiment, ES is performed through dense tissues and bone at very low 

Output Voltages.  

(23) In another embodiment, the Output Voltages are at the lower end of the millivolt range.  

(24) In another embodiment, for intra-cellular second messenger stimulation, the software of 

the stimulation device generates a repeating, timed stimulation cycle that includes an 

up-regulating component that increases the production of a specific second messenger.  

(25) In another embodiment, the step is followed by a first rest period of variable 

programmable duration, then followed by a component that stimulates the activation of 

the second messenger.  

(26) In another embodiment, the step is followed by a second rest period also of 

programmable variable duration, when the complete second messenger stimulation 

cycle then repeats from the beginning.  

(27) In another embodiment, the base and modulating signal frequencies comprise: 4000 Hz 

modulated by 10 Hz for up-regulating production, followed by 4000 Hz modulated by 20 

Hz for increasing activation and utilization of cAMP, and, 4000 Hz modulated by 25 Hz 

for up-regulating production, followed by 4000 Hz modulated by 20 Hz for increasing 

activation and utilization of cGMP.  

(28) In another embodiment, the first rest period following the production component and the 

second rest period following the activation component of the stimulation cycle are 

typically of 1-3 minutes duration in order to increase the overall biostimulation effect by 

allowing time for the electrochemical intracellular second messenger processes to 

respond.  

(29) In another embodiment, all possible multi-type ES combinations are derived from a 

switch set table of base data comprising top level binary switch states of stimulation on 

and off, and non binary second level switch states consisting of the full ranges of each 

of the different ES types.  

(30) In another embodiment, the function optimization task algorithm tests, scores and 

selects ES switch sets based on their relative effects or not on Pbio.
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(31) In another embodiment, the learning algorithm continuously stores, updates and 

accesses the tested switch set scoring history to improve its switch set selection for 

performance of task optimization.  

(32) In another embodiment, the ferroelectric RAM memory of multiple ES devices are a 

continuously accumulating, shared knowledge-base, uploaded wirelessly and 

automatically from each ES device to a central or distributed electronic database that 

each new and older device accesses and utilizes in its learning algorithm.  

(33) In another aspect, a combined instance-based and regression algorithm and software 

code embodiment that is based on a partly stochastic, dynamic function optimization 

task model. According to the definition that machine learning is the artificial intelligence 

(AI) field of the construction of algorithms and computer programs that automatically 

improve with their experience of performing tasks, the algorithm is a machine learning 

type.  

(34) Another aspect of the present invention is the application of a machine learning 

algorithm and executing software program to multi-type electrotherapy modality and 

stimulation combinations output by a single or multiple treatment devices.  

(35) In another aspect of the present invention, the environmental input data for the learning 

algorithm are the therapeutically desired vector quantity changes of a target bioelectric 

or biochemical parameter (Pbio) that is monitored and measured repeatedly 

electronically or otherwise every few seconds or minutes. Assessment of Pbio dynamics 

is performed with continuously updated regression analysis or by other statistical and 

analytical means.  

(36) In one aspect of the present invention, Pbio is the complex electrical impedance (Z), 

capacitive reactance (Xc), inductive reactance (XL) or phase angle (0) profiles across a 

frequency range sweep of any target tissue(s) that is anatomically localizable for cross 

sectional planar electronic measurement, invasively or non-invasively.  

(37) In another aspect of the present invention, when the function optimization algorithm is 

specifically applied to wound healing, Pbio is the complex electrical impedance (Z), 

capacitive reactance (Xc), inductive reactance (XL) or phase angle (0) measured 

through or across the wound or ulcer.  

(38) In another aspect of the present invention, when the function optimization algorithm is 

specifically applied to conditions of pain, especially those being mostly neuropathic type 

pain conditions, Pbio is the complex electrical impedance (Z), capacitive reactance (Xc), 

inductive reactance (XL) or phase angle (0) sweep profiles of the involved pathological
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nerve fibers and their individual types including AP, A6, C, and their corresponding 

diameters and myelinations.  

(39) In another aspect of the present invention, when the function optimization algorithm is 

specifically applied to fibrotic or cirrhotic tissues, Pbio is the complex electrical 

impedance (Z), capacitive reactance (Xc), inductive reactance (XL) or phase angle (0) 

sweep profiles of the targeted gross pathological tissues.  

(40) In another aspect of the present invention, when the function optimization algorithm is 

specifically applied to the treatment of neoplasms, Pbio is the electrical resistance or 

complex electrical impedance (Z), capacitive reactance (Xc), inductive reactance (XL) or 

phase angle (0) sweep profiles of the targeted neoplastic tissue mass.  

(41) In another aspect of the present invention, Pbio is the through-wound electrical 

resistance and endogenous wound generated electric field of a surface wound or ulcer 

used as a measure of wound healing and closure.  

(42) In another aspect of the present invention, multiple Pbios can be simultaneously 

assessed by duplicating and/or adapting sections of the function optimization task 

algorithm.  

(43) In another aspect of the present invention, the electronic stimulation device and its 

software program are capable of multiple ES modalities and stimulations, five of which 

are termed as illustrative examples and for convenience, ES-A, ES-B, ES-C, ES-D and 

ES-F, although more numerous ES modality/capabilities including any of those 

mentioned in the Background can be output by the device and software program.  

(44) In another aspect of the present invention, the function optimization task model can 

simultaneously optimize the functions of multiple ES modalities and stimulations.  

(45) Another aspect of the present invention is that each ES modality that the stimulation 

device and software are capable of has two top-level binary switch states of being either 

switched on and output by the stimulation device or switched off and not output by the 

stimulation device, which further results in the feature that when the different ES 

modalities are output sequentially, this series combination digital stimulation method is 

also capable of producing analogue combination ES patterns if one or many of the ES 

modalities continues to be switched off. For example, if ES-A, ES-B, ES-C and ES-D 

are all switched off in one stimulation combination that is repeatedly output by the 

stimulation device, then modality ES-F will be output as a continuous analogue type ES.  

(46) Another aspect of the present invention is that to achieve the function optimization task 

the algorithm randomly at first generates and controls the electronic circuitry of the
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stimulation device to output one after another every possible sequential combination of 

ES-A, ES-B, ES-C, ES-D & ES-F, where one such example would be, ES-A_ON, ES

B_ON, ES-C_OFF, ES-D_OFF, ES-FOFF, and where each such sequential 

combination thereby forms and is hereafter referred to as a switch set; and that each 

switch set is only output for a relatively short timeframe that is selected in relation to the 

biologically possible rate of variability and characteristics of Pbio, and the generation 

and output of all possible switch sets generated by the algorithm from all available switch 

state combinations is also completed within a similarly short biological timeframe also 

directly relative to the possible biological dynamics of Pbio.  

(47) In another aspect of the present invention the ES modalities that the stimulation device 

is capable of can have additional, second-level and lower level non binary switch states 

that allows the function optimization algorithm to generate more ES combination switch 

sets than the switch sets that comprise only the top-level binary switch states of the ES 

modalities. For example, ES-A can have a range of electrical output parameter values 

of current, voltage or frequency depending on its ES type, where in the example of ES

A being constant Output Current with three possible discrete intensities, then ES-A can 

have the additional second-level switch states of, ES-A-1, ES-A-2 and ES-A-3; whereas 

in reality more numerous second-level switch states for ES-A can correspond to a pre

programmed or algorithm generated, gradated intensity step size through the entire 

range of minimum to maximum Output Currents that the stimulation device is capable 

of.  

(48) In another aspect of the present invention, the second-level switch states of constant 

Output Currents that correspond to gradated intensity steps through the constant Output 

Current range capability of the stimulation device from low intensity direct current (LIDC) 

up to milliampere intensity direct current (MIDC), add the capability to the function 

optimization algorithm to perform an automated search through the entire constant 

Output Current range of the stimulation device and find a second-level switch state that 

corresponds to a specific intensity LIDC or MIDC that has a therapeutic effect on the 

target localized tissue measured in terms of the positive therapeutic effect of that switch 

state on Pbio according to the assessment methodology of the function optimization task 

described above. The medical utility of this aspect of the present invention is that LIDC 

and MIDC can variously be applied therapeutically for the purpose of attenuating and 

inactivating the infection process in localized target tissue microenvironments, as for 

example disclosed with LIDC ES outputs in patent AU 2016202751 where a number of 

microorganism taxonomic-specific bell curve characterized effect-relationships were 

provided for viral and bacterial species. Though given the extremely large diversity within
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and among the different species and families of microorganisms including bacteria, 

protozoa, viruses, fungi and yeasts and that mutations of these microorganisms are 

possible and common, and because of the virtually unlimited complexities and 

dynamisms of tissue, cellular, and molecular microenvironments as noted above, pre

programmed Output Currents that previously interacted effectively with these target 

tissue microenvironments to attenuate and stop the infection process involving specific 

microorganisms might later on in similar specific medical case instances, be ineffective.  

Whereas, in contrast, the solution provided by the automated search performed by the 

function optimization algorithm of the present invention using non binary second level 

switch states of constant Output Currents can find non predicted, unknown, variable and 

unique-to-instance therapeutically effective Output Current intensities for theoretically 

any type of tissue having a microenvironmental physiological abnormality including but 

not limited to, bioelectric state and pathological condition involving an infection process.  

(49) In another aspect of the present invention the algorithm generated ES switch sets 

comprising only top-level switch states and those comprising mixed level switch states 

are assessed dynamically in realtime for therapeutic success based on their 

performance effect on the continuously incoming Pbio data. The rate and limits of effect 

on Pbio by a switch set under test (SSUT) are computed by the algorithm as variables 

of the function optimization task model in order to determined if the SSUT is 

therapeutically successful or not. Score metadata are computed and assigned to a 

successful switch set that are then recorded and logged, and the switch set is then 

assigned as the active switch set (ASS) to be continuously output for therapeutic 

stimulation. While a switch set remains the ASS the algorithm continuously updates the 

score metadata of that ASS with experience from the stream of incoming Pbio data and 

its effect thereon.  

(50) In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, ASS score metadata are absolute, 

percentage and rate of change calculations of Pbio over pre-defined or variable time 

periods selected by the algorithm in relation to the involved physiological and 

pathological processes involving Pbio, the logged dynamics of Pbio prior to assigning 

the current ASS, duration of maintained therapeutic effect of the ASS on Pbio, and 

positional data of Pbio within its known or computed biological range of values in relation 

to the start and end points, and duration of the current ASS, and the specific pathology 

being treated.  

(51) Another aspect of the present invention is that when a successful switch set that has 

been assigned as the current ASS is no longer therapeutically effective at any point in 

time as determined by the assessment methodology already described, the function
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optimization algorithm first compares and matches the logged score metadata of 

previous ASSs to the recent dynamics and positional value of Pbio in order to predict 

their repeat successes of therapeutic effect on Pbio. When a previously assigned ASS 

is selected in this way and then repeats its success in terms of present therapeutic effect 

on Pbio then it is again assigned as the current ASS, and a new record of its score 

metadata is made; such that a single switch set can have multiple ASS assignments 

and corresponding records each having different score metadata. If all previous ASSs 

selected in this way are retested but are unsuccessful in terms of their present 

therapeutic effect on Pbio then the function optimization algorithm again randomly 

generates all possible ES switch set combinations that have not previously been 

assigned as ASSs and outputs and assesses each one in turn via the same methodology 

already described.  

(52) A resultant aspect of the present invention is that the overall function optimization task 

algorithm repeats until a new ASS is found.  

(53) Another key aspect of the present invention is that the function optimization algorithm 

that controls the combination ES switch sets output by the stimulation device, 

continuously learns and improves its assessment and predictive ability of what switch 

sets will be more or less effective at any point in time within the biological range and 

given the present and previous dynamics of the target Pbio from continuously incoming 

Pbio data and computations thereon of the current medical case it is applied to.  

(54) A further aspect of the present invention is that ASSs recorded during the application of 

the stimulation device and treatment method to one medical case instance, are 

permanently stored in the device's ferroelectric RAM (FRAM) memory as best shown in 

step MLO of Figure 6 MULTI TYPE ES WOUND HEALING FLOWCHART. When the 

device is then applied in the future to the same or similar medical condition in another 

medical case instance, it first utilizes its knowledge of previous ASSs before needing to 

test other switch sets for therapeutic success on Pbio in the new medical case instance.  

As the number of the device's applications to more of the same or similar medical 

conditions increases, so does the device's knowledge, experience and speed in finding 

successful switch sets (ASSs). Thus the stimulation device learns and improves its 

therapeutic skill level with its own accumulating experience, which is permanently stored 

in its FRAM memory and continuously updated during each new medical case instance 

application, for ready access to any future medical case instance.  

(55) In another embodiment of the present invention, the FRAM memory of multiple devices 

are a continuously accumulating, shared knowledge-base, uploaded wirelessly and
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automatically from each device to a central or distributed electronic database that each 

new and older device accesses. Data is uploaded and retrieved by each device in 

realtime. In this data storage and access embodiment of the present invention, the 

electronic database can have multiple areas of specialization for different medical 

conditions, such as but not limited to surface and deep body wounds and ulcers of all 

kinds, lacerations, hyper-, meta- and neo-plastic lesions, fibrotic tissue, and infections 

of various kinds.  

(56) In another aspect of the present invention, given the individual and heterogeneous 

nature of many types of medical problem even when similarly classified in medical 

nomenclature for conventional diagnosis and identification purposes-where the reality 

of the uniqueness of every surface wound or ulcer is an example-advance training data 

for the function optimization task model of the algorithm are not applicable nor possible, 

and so instead and preferably the software program acquires all of its training and 

learning data individually and uniquely while the stimulation device is applied to each 

individual medical case instance.  

(57) In a variant embodiment of the present invention when there is far greater homogeneity 

of the medical issue and also of the related characteristics and behaviour of the selected 

Pbio, then training data can be used to pre-train the function optimization algorithm.  

(58) Second messenger stimulation 

(59) In another aspect of the present invention, in order to further overcome the obstacles to 

predictable and reproducible therapeutic effect with ES, the stimulation device is 

electronically designed to include the ability to generate 'carrier' base waveforms with 

amplitude modulation of these waveforms by secondary ('envelope') frequencies also 

termed, signal frequencies, which are often the actual active element of the ES modality.  

Typical ranges are base frequencies from 1-20,000 Hz and modulating frequencies from 

1-200 Hz, though these ranges are given for illustration only and are not limits to the 

present invention. The base frequencies are selected in order to use to advantage the 

complex impedance properties-particularly the bioelectrical capacitive reactance 

(Xc)-of the superficial tissues to the deeper localized target pathological tissues even 

if the superficial tissues are thick bones, as disclosed in patents by Liss: 

http://patft.uspto.gov/netacci/nph

Parser?Sect=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch

adv.htm&r=0&p=1&f=S&l=50&Query=IN%2Fliss-saul%0D%0A&d=PTXT 

(60) In another aspect of the present invention the waveforms are generated by either direct 

digital synthesis (DDS) or digital to analogue (DAC) converter electronics. The
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advantages provided by DDS waveform generation are allowance for micro-tuning and 

automatic monitoring of the output with feedback adjustment; the advantages provided 

by DAC waveform generation are smaller physical electronic circuit area and footprint, 

subsequent lower manufacture cost and ease of integration with other circuits that 

comprise the complete electronic stimulation device.  

(61) In another aspect of the present invention the amplitude modulated waveforms 

generated by the electronic circuits of the stimulation device are utilized to stimulate and 

regulate specific intra-cellular second messengers, including but not limited to cyclic 

AMP: adenosine 3',5'-monophosphate (cAMP), and cyclic GMP: guanosine 3',5'-cyclic 

monophosphate (cGMP). The chemical pathways, interactions and number of functional 

processes regulated by these second messengers are very large and extensively 

studied in the medical-scientific literature and so are not enumerated here. The medical 

advantage of this utilization is that in many medical instances its inclusion eliminates 

much of the uncertainty about the appropriateness and predicted effectiveness of the 

ES, since the functional processes regulated by the second messengers are already 

known in great detail and activation by them therefore far more predictable. A further 

medical advantage is that with targeted stimulation of specific second messengers, the 

ES is essentially, directly boosting what the body is already doing to normalize virtually 

any pathology at hand, without the human medical physician or technician needing to 

make extremely complex decisions for the best ES treatment strategy across different 

timeframes and in relation to the specific nature of the pathology, and further, without 

risking the disruption nor blocking of normal physiologic healing processes.  

(62) In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the stimulation device can operate 

as a constant voltage source outputting the DDS or DAC generated amplitude 

modulated waveforms that results in clinically effective ES even through thick bone at 

very low Output Voltages typically at the lower end of the 1-200 millivolt range and often 

as low as 70 millivolts, which is far below the levels of output voltages of waveform 

generating technologies and devices in the prior art necessary for them to give 

comparative therapeutic effects under the same conditions.  

(63) Another aspect of the present invention in relation to intra-cellular second messenger 

stimulation is that the software of the stimulation device generates a repeating, timed 

stimulation cycle that includes an up-regulating component that increases the production 

of a specific second messenger, followed by the possibility of a first rest period of 

variable programmable duration, then followed by a component that stimulates the 

pathway activation of that second messenger, and then again by the option of a second 

rest period also of programmable variable duration, when the whole second messenger
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stimulation cycle then repeats from the beginning. The present invention discloses the 

following base and signal frequencies confirmed during the clinical and laboratory 

research of the inventors: 4000 Hz modulated by 10 Hz for up-regulating production of 

cAMP (labeled cAMP_HZ1 in process step ML1-8 of the MULTI TYPE ES WOUND 

HEALING FLOWCHART shown in Figure 6), followed by 4000 Hz modulated by 20 Hz 

for increasing pathway activation and utilization of cAMP (labeled cAMPHZ2 in process 

step ML1-8 shown in Figure 6), and, 4000 Hz modulated by 25 Hz for up-regulating 

cGMP production (labeled cGMP_HZ1 in process step ML1-9 of Figure 6) followed by 

4000 Hz modulated by 20 Hz for increasing pathway activation and utilization of cGMP 

(labeled cGMP_HZ2 in process step ML1-9 of Figure 6). Though it should be understood 

by those skilled in the art that this aspect of the present invention is not limited to 

stimulation and regulation of only cAMP and cGMP and that the basic ES principle 

herewith disclosed can be applied to the stimulation of any number of other second 

messengers. Furthermore, the basic logic and biological effectiveness of stimulation of 

second messengers and especially of cAMP by means of chemical (drug) intervention 

is well and generally established, whereas the present invention discloses a dedicated 

electromedical approach that can achieve these same results.  

(64) In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the first rest period following the 

production component and the second rest period following the pathway activation 

stimulation component of the stimulation cycle are typically of 1-3 minutes duration in 

order to maximize the overall biostimulation effect by allowing time for the intracellular 

second messenger processes to respond and not be overwhelmed by the ES energy 

that is a common pitfall of many ES approaches.  

(65) In a another preferred embodiment of the present invention, the ES combination switch 

sets already described include all possible combinations of specific intra-cellular second 

messenger stimulations, comprising top-level binary switch states of on and off, and 

binary second-level switch states for production upregulation stimulation followed or not 

by rest period and pathway activation stimulation. The medical advantage of these 

second-level switch states is the ability to regulate pathway activation of second 

messengers such as cAMP that have mediating and controlling effects on various bio

electrochemical dependencies such as keratinocyte directional migration under the 

influence of an electric field as autologously generated by a healing wound having 

sufficient normal transepithelial electrical potential.  

(66) To illustrate the general medical and electrotherapeutic advantages of the intra-cellular 

second messenger ES feature of the present invention, various well established 

beneficial therapeutic effects of cAMP production and pathway activation up-regulation
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are summarized, as examples only that should be understood do not describe limits to 

the scope of this aspect of the present invention: 

a) Decrease of the overall activity and the specific electrical voltage across 

nociceptor membrane ion channels, reducing or stopping the transmission 

(blockade) of mostly neuropathic pain signals, rather than overwhelming the 

natural pain generating process as with transcutaneous electrical nerve 

stimulation devices; 

b) Blocking small diameter, mostly C type fiber motor and sensory nerves, 

resulting in vasodilation of arterioles, increased circulation, less perceived 

pain, local muscle relaxation, increased flushing of toxic metabolites, increased 

nutrient, enzyme and hormone uptake, and less neurogenic inflammation; 

c) Up-regulation of metabolic activity for injury healing including gene expression; 

d) Increase in neuron and axon survival and regeneration following injury; 

e) Immune and non immune system inflammation modulating effects giving 

immediate and long-term protection of injured tissues; 

f) Reduction of muscle tension and central nervous system modulated anti

spastic action following injury; 

g) Increased functional stimulation and regeneration of muscle, and peripheral, 

and possibly, central, nerve tissue; 

h) Enhancement of whole brain and synapse plasticity following injury; 

i) Apoptosis stimulation; 

(67) In another aspect, the present invention provides a medical iontophoresis system for 

non-invasive treatment of both surface and deep body bacterial and viral infections via 

microorganism corresponding discrete low intensity direct electric currents (LIDCs) that 

pass through the high electrical resistance of intact skin for deep infections, the system 

comprising: 

a control unit with a real-time microcontroller regulated nanoampere output current 

resolution and accuracy in the ultra-low LIDC range further calibrated by self-adaptive 

algorithms and full-feedback proportional-integral-derivative control, 

a pair of cutaneous electrodes connected to the control unit having extremely high, intact 

skin interfacing electrical conductivity, 

wherein in use:
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the electrodes are positioned on anatomically opposite planar surfaces superficial to 

the aligned deep body infection target, and 

surface wound healing treatment is performed by creation of an electric field in polarity, 

strength and topography matched to the individual endogenous wound-generated 

electric field, derived from direct bioelectric measurement by the control unit and self

adaptively via series resistor algorithmic software wound modeling with resistor voltage 

drops corresponding to endogenous bioelectric properties of the various types of tissues 

aligned between the electrode pair.  

(68) In another aspect, the present invention provides a medical iontophoresis system for 

treatment of a body part, the system comprising 

a control unit and at least one pair of electrode pads, the electrode pads being for placing 

on opposing margins or sections of the body part, 

wherein the control unit is operable to create a resistance measuring circuit, a current 

producing circuit, and/or a voltage producing circuit with the electrode pads across the 

body part, 

and dedicated software that implements the operational flowcharts disclosed below that 

integrates with the control unit in relation to its electronic functional characteristics 

(69) In one embodiment, the control unit is operable to measure resistance across the body 

part at specified intervals.  

(70) In another embodiment, the control unit automatically adjusts the Output Current or 

output voltage in response to the present measured resistance to provide a substantially 

constant current or substantially constant voltage.  

(71) In another embodiment, the control unit is operable to create a voltage circuit with 

reversed polarity.  

(72) In another embodiment, the electrodes comprise a Positive Electrode and a Return 

Electrode.  

(73) In another embodiment, the electrodes are silver-nylon electrodes.  

(74) The present invention also provides a method of non-invasive treatment of both surface 

and deep body bacterial and viral infections via microorganism corresponding discrete 

low intensity direct electric currents (LIDCs) that pass through the high electrical 

resistance of intact skin for deep infections, the method comprising:
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providing a control unit with a real-time microcontroller regulated nanoampere output 

current resolution and accuracy in the ultra-low LIDC range further calibrated by self

adaptive algorithms and full-feedback proportional-integral-derivative control, 

providing a pair of cutaneous electrodes connected to the control unit having extremely 

high, intact skin interfacing electrical conductivity, 

positioning the electrodes on anatomically opposite planar surfaces superficial to the 

aligned deep body infection target, 

performing surface wound healing treatment by creation of an electric field in polarity, 

strength and topography matched to the individual endogenous wound-generated 

electric field, derived from direct bioelectric measurement by the control unit and self

adaptively via series resistor algorithmic software wound modeling with resistor voltage 

drops corresponding to endogenous bioelectric properties of the various types of tissues 

aligned between the electrode pair.  

(75) The present invention also provides a method of low intensity direct current and medical 

iontophoresis for treatment of a body part, the method comprising: 

placing at least one pair of electrode pads on opposing margins or sections of the body 

part, 

operating a control unit to create a resistance measuring circuit, a current producing 

circuit, and/or a voltage producing circuit with the electrode pads across the body part.  

(76) In one embodiment, the method comprises an Electrode Contact Check Procedure to 

ensure the electrodes are placed properly on the patient's body.  

(77) In another embodiment, the Electrode Contact Check Procedure comprises application 

of a test voltage across the body part, measuring an average resistance value over a 

set time interval, and comparison between the measured resistance against a pre

determined test resistance value.  

(78) In another embodiment, the method comprises an R Value Calculation Procedure to 

measure resistance across the body part.  

(79) In one variant preferred embodiment (not shown), the R Value Calculation Procedure 

comprises repeat application of a test voltage across the body part, measuring and 

recording an average resistance value over a set time interval, and performing real-time 

updating variance-weighting, algorithmic and statistical analysis of these measurements 

and various comparisons between these data against pre-determined maximum
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resistance values and percentage variation limits in relation to the characteristics of the 

electronic circuits of the control unit 20.  

(80) In one embodiment, the method comprises a Sterilization Procedure wherein a constant 

current is applied across the body part.  

(81) In one embodiment, the voltage is automatically adjusted to provide constant current 

based on the present R value.  

(82) In one embodiment, the method comprises a Current of Injury Supplementation 

Procedure wherein a constant voltage is applied across the body part based on the 

present R value.  

(83) In one embodiment, the voltage level is automatically based on the present R value.  

(84) In another embodiment, the voltage is applied with reversed polarity.  

(85) In another embodiment, the voltage is between 150 millivolts to 1.1 volts.  

(86) In another embodiment, the method comprises a Fibroblast De-Differentiation 

Stimulation Procedure wherein a constant voltage is applied across the body part.  

(87) In one embodiment, the voltage level is automatically based on the present R value or 

input Positive Electrode surface area.  

(88) According to a first aspect, an advantageous feature of the preferred embodiment is that 

it provides specific and clinically determined combinations of microcurrent intensities 

(disclosed below) to the silver-nylon (AgN) electrodes (disclosed below) resulting in 

operational modes for elimination or attenuation of: bacterial infections, viral infections, 

and promotion and acceleration of wound healing (infected or not), and tissue repair and 

regeneration.  

(89) Another advantageous aspect of the preferred embodiment, is the microcurrent DC 

stimulator comprising three electronic circuits that are integrated operationally by 

electronic switching componentry into several operational modes, namely, a resistance 

measuring circuit, a constant current producing circuit, and a constant voltage producing 

circuit having polarity switching capability. All three circuits, in addition to their absolute 

operating ranges (0-200 microamperes Output Current, 10 millivolt resolution Output 

Voltage, 100-3.8E+06 ohms Resistance Measuring) also have a high degree of 

accuracy of measurement and current and voltage production of these parameters 

(resolution/accuracy: ±100 nanoamperes, ±10 millivolts, ±10% measured ohms), that 

are further calibrated for increased accuracy beyond these values by internal algorithms 

and an on-board full-feedback proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller that
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corrects for deviations across wide output and measurement ranges, as well as 

environmental operating parameters such as temperature, humidity, etc, not available 

in the prior art.  

(90) The preferred embodiment's circuitry can operate reliably and with the identical precision 

within the extreme temperature operating range of -10C to +60C.  

(91) Other aspects of the invention are also disclosed.  

(92) Brief Description of Figures 1-4 

(93) Notwithstanding any other forms which may fall within the scope of the present invention, 

preferred embodiments of the present invention will now be described, by way of 

examples only, with reference to the accompanying drawings in which: 

(94) Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a medical lontophoresis Device in accordance with a 

preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

(95) Fig. 2 schematically illustrates an electrical stimulation electrode pad according to a first 

preferred embodiment; and 

(96) Fig. 3 illustrates an operational flowchart of the medical iontophoresis system when 

operated in'WOUND'mode, where: 

o 3a shows the Electrode Contact Check Procedure of the operational flowchart; 

o 3b shows the Rund Value Calculation Procedure of the operational flowchart; 

o 3c shows the Sterilizing Procedure section and treatment pause section of the 

operational flowchart; 

o 3d shows the Current of Injury Supplementation section of the operational 

flowchart; 

o 3e shows the Fibroblast Stimulation section of the operational flowchart; 

o 3e shows the Rwound Value Calculation Procedure of the operational flowchart; 

o 3f is a table of currently used preferred numerical parameters employed by the 

algorithms of the flowchart as used during the testing phase of development of 

the Device; 

(97) Fig. 4 shows a chart of the waveform produced for the Electro-Acupuncture Device 

variant of the present invention where the sum positive and negative voltages delivered 

over the duration of the complete pulse complex are dynamically maintained equal by 

the control unit 20 and that can also be accurately generated and maintained at ultra

low microcurrents. The electrically negative part of the waveform is actively produced
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via a negative voltage source and further smoothed via capacitor and resistor 

components. The waveform is further refined in real-time via feedback from concurrent 

circuit resistance measuring in order to precisely maintain the waveform characteristics 

and proportions with encountered dynamic endogenous impedances, and that can thus 

be modified by this circuitry in various way even at ultra-low microcurrents (<10 

microamperes), none of these features being available in the prior art.  

(98) Figure 5 shows the Function Optimization Algorithm Flowchart, labeled the ML (Machine 

Learning) CONTROL FLOWCHART, which interconnects with the MULTI TYPE 

ELECTRICAL STIMULATION (ES) WOUND HEALING FLOWCHART shown in Figure 

6 at step ML2, and Figure 7 shows an ES Switch Set Codes Table according to a 

preferred embodiment of the present invention for a wound healing application.  

(99) Description of Embodiments 

(100) It should be noted in the following description that like or the same reference numerals 

in different embodiments denote the same or similar features.  

(101) Structure of the medical iontophoresis system 

(102) Figure 1 shows a medical iontophoresis system 10 according to a preferred embodiment 

of the present invention. Specifically, the example shown relates to a Silver lontophoresis 

Stimulator (SIS machine). The system 10 comprises a control unit 20 and at least one 

pair 30 of electrode pads 32a and 32b. The system 10 shown comprises a single pair 30 

of electrode pads 32. It is to be understood however that the system 10 can comprise 

any desired number of pairs 30 of electrode pads 32 and that the electrodes can be of 

various sizes and shapes.  

(103) Briefly, in use, the electrode pads 32 are placed in contact with the patient's body to 

anatomically cross-section a target anatomical area or location, often an organ, bone, 

etc. In another example, the electrode pads 32 are placed adjacent to the wound edge 

and behind the wound on the anatomically opposite surface of the injured body part.  

The control unit 20 charges the Positive Electrode 32a electrically positive and an 

electric circuit is completed by the second Return Electrode 32b. Both electrodes are 

silver (Ag)-nylon (AgN) electrodes 32. A microampere current is produced in the in vivo 

circuit partly consisting of Ag cations ("Ag particles", "Ag ions", "Ag nanoparticles", "Ag+", 

etc) moving between the two electrodes 32 that will thus pass through the tissues 

anatomically aligned between the two electrodes 32. Extensive international research 

has shown that Ag cations have broad microbicidal, microbe-attenuating (especially 

bacteria and viruses but also fungi and yeasts), as well as cellular modifying effects, 

including inducing de-differentiation of mature fibroblast cells that then become or
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resemble hematopoietic-like stem cells in form having future pluripotent differentiating 

characteristics.  

(104) The control unit 20 comprises a housing 21 which in one embodiment is IP65-68 rated 

or IP65-68 performing, meaning it is water-proof and dust-proof, and in another 

embodiment (shown) is surrounded by a shock-proof silicon covering 21a. At the front 

surface thereof, the control unit 20 comprises an electromagnetically shielded 

(membrane) keypad 22, and a rechargeable battery LED charge indicator 23 to indicate 

battery charge status. The control unit 20 also comprises either an LCD or OLED screen 

24 (and in another embodiment not having an LCD or OLED screen and instead LED 

indicators) that may be integrated within the keypad 22 (not shown). The keypad 

consists of controls for sound alerts and indications, LCD backlighting, powering on and 

off the control unit 20, toggling between the operational modes of the control unit 

('BACT','VIRUS', 'WOUND','REGEN', 'WATER', 'MICRO','VOLT'), and additionally, for 

extremely high-resolution current (±100nanoamperes) and voltage adjustment, 

selection of display on the LCD or OLED screen 24 of electrical stimulation and 

bioelectric parameter values, as well as direct control access to the constant current and 

voltage switching circuits. The control unit 20 also comprises a connection (jack/socket) 

25 for receiving the wire (harness) on the top surface thereof for connection to the 

electrodes 32, which in all embodiments is of an IP67 water-proof and dust-proof type.  

The control unit 20 is powered by standard replaceable batteries of the AAA, 9V or AA 

types contained within a battery compartment on the rear face of the housing 21 and 

protected by the shock-proof cover 21a in that embodiment.  

(105) The control unit 20 provides'intelligent'visual and audio feedback and alerts via the LCD 

or OLED 24 or LED indicators (not shown) and from an audio unit (not shown) within the 

housing 21. These feedback means inform the user of the operation of the control unit 

20 and direct the user to problems arising in use. The problems can relate to target 

Output Current or voltage to the Positive Electrode 32a, excessively high resistance 

values encountered and measured in the entire circuit by the control unit 20, circuit break 

between the electrodes 32a and 32b, insufficient and/or undesirably fluctuating contact 

of one or both the electrodes 30 to the body depending on the selected operational mode 

of the control unit 20, misplacement of the electrodes 32 in cases of application to 

wounds, and to how to solve these problems independently, if possible.  

(106) The Positive Electrode pad 32 as shown in Figure 2 includes an active stimulating 

surface material 33 comprising pure (99.99+%) medical-grade silver (Ag) on a rip-stop 

and carbon-backed nylon substrate. The active surface 33 is mounted to a medical 

grade white foam backing 34 having a thickness of 1/32 inches (0.8 mm) and having
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rounded corners 35 to prevent mechanical skin irritation. In one embodiment (not 

shown), the white foam backing 34 extends by at least 5/8 inches (1.6 cm) from all edges 

of the active surface 33, with the extension portions having non conductive skin adhesive 

material. The electrodes 32a and 32b comprise an extremely low impedance pure 

copper wire 36 sandwiched between the active surface material 33 and the backing 34, 

and having its exposed conductive end 37 placed and in contact with a central portion 

of the active surface 33, and a small amount of medical grade glue (not shown) applied 

away from the exposed conductive end to secure it in place when in use. The wire 36 is 

further secured and contact with the silver-nylon (AgN) 33 is ensured by a high 

conductive adhesive strip running the length of the electrode pad 32. In the embodiment 

where the foam backing extends from the active surface, the pad 32 can include a cover 

panel (not shown) which covers a section of the wire 38 adjacent the edge of the backing 

34 such that the wire 36 does not contact the patient's skin in use. The cover panel in 

this embodiment is polyethylene fabric such as that sold under the trade mark TYVEK.  

The wire 36 comprises an end pin receiving connector 38 for connection with the end 

pins of a standard electro-stimulator wire such as used with TENS devices, and via this 

wire to the control unit 20. The second Return Electrode 32b is identical in construction 

to the electrode 32a as above but as with the Positive Electrode can vary in size and 

shape or in a much less preferred embodiment can be a normal TENS adhesive or non 

adhesive electrode. In another preferred embodiment, the connecting wire 36 is 

constructed of non PVC thermoplastic elastomer having a high tensile, break and 

corrosion resistant plated internal core, gold-plated connections and an IP68 rated 

(100% dustproof & waterproof) screw locking connector and socket.  

(107) Medical iontophoresis system - WOUND operational mode 

(108) Figure 3 shows a first mode of operation for treatment of acute or chronic surface 

wounds, deeper wounds, ulcers, abscesses, other lesions, osteomyelitis, and surgical 

site infections and protection. The control unit 20 is placed in WOUND operational mode 

and the two electrodes 32 are connected to the control unit 20.  

(109) Application of SIS electrodes to wound 

(110) Depending on the wound type, there are 3 methods of applying SIS electrodes to 

wounds.  

(111) Method #1: Superficial Wounds (Infected) - The wound is initially irrigated with saline or 

other sterilizing liquid if available. The Positive Electrode 32a is positioned on the 

surrounding normal tissue, carefully not to disturb the wound, no more than 2cm (3/4") 

from the edge of the wound. The Return Electrode 32b is positioned at an anatomically
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opposite surface to that of the wound on the same limb if the site of injury is peripheral.  

On a limb for example, the Return Electrode 32b will be placed on the opposite side of 

the limb. The Return Electrode 32b is approximately the same size or slightly larger than 

the Positive Electrode 32a and cut to size if necessary. The Return Electrode 32b is 

placed onto intact skin as much as possible directly behind the wound on the 

anatomically opposite surface of the injured body part so that the wound is aligned 

maximally between the two SIS electrodes 32. This positioning minimizes the chance 

that silver ion flow from the Positive Electrode 32a will pass through the skin between 

the two SIS electrodes 32a and 32b instead of penetrating deeper into the wound. If 

Method #1 electrode positioning is not achievable due to a conventional wound dressing 

considered not removable at the time of application, then the Positive and Return 

Electrodes 32a and 32b are positioned across the wound on the same anatomical 

surface, adjacent opposing margins thereof, on non damaged tissue approximately 10

20mm from wound margins or as close as possible without causing further stress or 

damage to the wound. The Positive and Return Electrodes 32 can be placed either way 

around across the wound.  

(112) Method #2: Deeper Wounds (Infected) - the wound is initially irrigated with saline or 

other sterilizing liquid if available. The Positive Electrode 32a is to be placed directly on 

top of or packed into the wound, and is cut to size so that there will be no or very minimal 

electrode extending out of the wound in any direction when placed onto the wound bed.  

The Positive Electrode 32a is rinsed with saline or other sterilizing liquid and placed 

directly onto or packed directly into the wound. The Positive Electrode 32a is then 

covered with saline rinsed gauze or other moisture holding dressing if available. The 

positioning of the Return Electrode 32b is similar to Method #1 as above.  

(113) Method #3 First Aid (Positive Electrode only orwith Return Electrode and control unit 20 

SIS machine) - the wound is initially irrigated with saline or other sterilizing liquid if 

available. The user then selects a Positive Electrode 32a large enough to cover the 

entire wound extending at least 2cm (3/4") beyond wound margins on all sides. The 

Positive Electrode 32a can also be cut to size if necessary. The Positive Electrode 32a 

is rinsed with saline or other sterilizing liquid if available and applied directly over the 

wound. The positioning of the Return Electrode 32b is similar to Method #1 and Method 

#2 as above.  

(114) The SIS electrodes 32 are held onto the skin orwound using adhesive surgical orwound 

dressing tape (e.g. OpstiteTM, FixomullTM or MicroporeTM), and/or stretch Velcro@ strap, 

bandages or other emergency means as the cover dressing.
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(115) Operation of Medical lontophoresis System for Wounds 

(116) Figure 3 shows an operation flowchart 100 of the system 10 in WOUND mode. Operation 

starts 101 with the activation of audio-visual alert #4 in block 216 that indicates to the 

user that the control unit 20 is calibrating to the injured tissue properties and then goes 

to step 102 where the system performs an Electrode Contact Check Procedure as 

shown in Figure 3a. The system then performs step 103 Calculating Rwound Value 

Procedure as shown in Fig 3b.  

(117) The system operation then moves to a treatment loop 109 which comprises a 

Sterilization Procedure 104, calculation and application of Current of Injury 

Supplementation Procedure 105, Fibroblast Stimulation Procedure 106, and a rest 

period 107. The treatment loop 109 then returns to the Sterilization Procedure 104.  

(118) The details of the above procedures are described below. The general purpose of each 

step is as follows: 

a) Electrode Contact Check Procedure 102- to ensure the electrodes are placed properly 

on the patient's body 

b) Rwound Calculation Procedure 103 - to measure resistance of the wound. This is a 

second stage more sensitive special electrode placement check to ensure stable 

contact with the wound bed or periwound, and further, differentiates if the electrodes 

have been placed in or next to the wound.  

c) Sterilization Procedure 104 - applying constant current across wound to sterilize, with 

Voltage (V) auto-adjusted for constant current (1). This is to kill and inhibit bacteria and 

other microbes in the wound, sterilizing the wound by strong antibacterial effect.  

Electronically it is delivered by what is termed'constant current' circuitry, killing/strongly 

inhibiting the bacteria.  

d) Current of Injury Supplementation 105 - applying reverse polarity Vwound, calculated 

using Rwoond across the wound. The skin is an efficient electrical battery. As a result of 

normal, bi-directional ion flow, a constant electrical potential of 10(20) - 50(70) millivolts 

is maintained across the skin layers, termed the transepidermal or transepithelial 

potential (TEP) difference. When skin layers are damaged in any kind of wound, the 

collapse of their electrical resistance to the TEP 'skin battery', immediately results in 

an electric field that is electrically negative at the wound edges relative to the deeper 

tissues. This wound-generated electric field continues until wound closure. Many cells 

involved in the healing response, having outside positive transmembrane electrical 

potentials, move outwards to the wound surface under the influence of the wound-
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generated electrical field. These electric field-sensitive cells include osteoblasts, 

osteoclasts, keratinocytes, neural crest cells, endothelial cells, epithelial cells, 

chondrocytes, granulocytes, fibroblasts and leukocytes. The process indirectly 

measures the wound-generated electric field in real-time by skin resistance 

measurements and known values of the TEP and of the relative voltage potentials at 

the wound margins, and supplements the wound-generated electric field in a real-time 

scaled manner to the wound properties so as to generate a bioelectrically matching 

magnitude and polarity voltage drop at the wound edges.  

e) Fibroblast Stimulation Procedure 106 - the idea of this stimulation is that it reproduces 

the method shown in US Patent 5,814,094 (lontopheretic system for stimulation of 

tissue healing and regeneration). The method induces fibroblast cells, to 

dedifferentiate back from their specialized form, to become cells with some additional 

pluripotency or multipotency, so that tissue repair and regeneration potentials are 

greatly increased. In another preferred embodiment, this procedure is also 

independently accessible by the user in 'REGEN' operational mode of the Device 

where the Output Current auto scales to either the surface injured tissue and applied 

Positive Electrode size positioned onto that injured tissue or the user can program the 

surface area of the Positive Electrode size for internal fibrotic tissue targets for auto

scaling of the Output Current to the programmed electrode size, in both cases for the 

same fibroblast de-differentiation producing effect. For internal fibrotic tissue targets, 

the calculation of the necessary and appropriate Output Current scaling is achieved by 

algorithmic analysis that also forms part of the disclosure of this invention.  

(119) The current preferred parameters shown in the diagrams are listed in Figure 3f, and are 

referred with reference numerals starting from 502.  

(120) The Electrode Contact Check Procedure 102 as best shown in Figure 3a starts 152 with 

a test 154 for an open load circuit break based on a measurement of an extremely high 

(pre-set) resistance value threshold, indicating electrodes 32 not adhered or incorrectly 

adhered to the patient, or a physical break or disconnections of the wires, connections, 

etc, of the stimulating circuit. An open circuit produces step 156 audio-visual alert #1 for 

time 502 (Figure 3f), which can comprise LED, LCD or OLED and audio indicators as 

with all audio-visual alerts of the control unit 20. Steps 154 and 156 are repeated until 

the circuit is closed. A closed circuit, indicating adherence to the patient of the electrodes 

32, will lead to next step 158 where the system 10 applies a test voltage 504 and then 

to step 160 that measures and records resistance values at pre-set intervals 506 for 

several seconds pre-set 226 duration 508. Next step 162 is calculation of mean 

resistance (R) value of the recorded resistance values.
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(121) Next step 164 is calculation of deviation of any resistance value from the mean 

resistance value. Any deviation over a pre-set percentage value 510 that can be varied 

by the Multiplier value 512 as shown in Figure 3f indicates poor and/or fluctuating contact 

of one or both electrodes 32 and produces step 166 audio-visual alert #2, and returns 

to step 154. No large deviation leads to step 168 where the mean resistance value is 

compared to a 'NotWound' resistance 514 of 200kiloohm which indicates normal 

undamaged skin or a distance of the Positive Electrode 32a or of both the Positive and 

Negative Electrodes 32a and 32b from the wound edges depending on the method of 

application as described above, considered too great to allow effective operation of the 

system 10 when applied according to Method #1. Mean resistance greater than 

'NotWound' resistance 514 produces step 170 audio-visual alert #3 for time 502 

indicating that the electrodes 32 are probably not placed on or next to injured tissue, and 

return to step 154. A mean resistance value less than 'NotWound' 154 produces step 

172, an indication to proceed with the current process as electrode contact is confirmed.  

(122) The Rwound Value Calculation Procedure 103 is best shown in Figure 3b beginning 201 

with step 202 which is the setting of a binary variable, DirectlyOnWound, to the condition 

'TRUE'that determines several other events at other sections of the operation flowchart 

100. Next step 204 is the application of a test voltage 504, which in the step 206 is for a 

specified time 516 during which resistance values are measured and recorded at pre

set intervals 506. The arithmetic mean value is calculated immediately after in step 208.  

During step 206, the Electrode Contact Check Procedure 150 is performed at pre-set 

intervals 518.  

(123) Next step 210 checks the maximum deviation of resistance values from the calculated 

mean value compared to a pre-programmed percentage value 510, and if the deviation 

is too great as determined by another pre-programmed variable then directs operation 

to audio-visual alert #4 activation 212 and then returns to step 204; and if not too great, 

directs operation to inactivate 214 audio-visual alert #4 and then to step 216 where the 

mean resistance value calculated in step 206 is compared to a pre-programmed 

resistance value 520 being the approximate maximum resistance to be encountered 

through an open wound before the most superficial skin layers are rebuilt as available 

in the published literature and confirmed in research (not published) by the inventor. If 

the outcome of step 216 is within these limits, then the stable measured resistance value 

of the wound is established and recorded as the final output 218 RwoUnd of this procedure 

103; if not, then DirectlyOnWound, is set to the condition 'FALSE' 220 and the next step 

222 makes another comparison of the mean resistance value calculated in step 206 with 

a further pre-programmed resistance value 522 that is approximately double that
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encountered through an open wound at approximately 1-2 cm distance from wound 

margins that has been determined by the inventor during his research, so as to calibrate 

for electrode 32 placement across rather than on or into a deeper wound. If the mean 

resistance value calculated in step 206 is greater than this pre-programmed value 522, 

then it is repeatedly divided in the next step 224 by a pre-set numerical value factor 524 

until it is, wherefore step 222 is again done and results in the final output Rwoond 218 and 

completion of this section of the operational flowchart 100.  

(124) Operation then moves to the treatment loop 109, starting with the Sterilizing action 104 

as best shown in Figure 3c wherein in step 180, the constant current circuit maintains 

2.5microamperes (current 526) for time 528 with dynamic circuit resistance encountered 

through the patient's body. During step 180, the Electrode Contact Check Procedure 

102 is repeated 150 at regular intervals 518 to ensure continuity of electrode 30 contact 

with the body and wounded tissue.  

(125) After completing the Sterilizing section 180 operation moves to procedure 105, being 

the Current of Injury (COI) Supplementation section of the operational flowchart 100 as 

best shown in 3d. Initially this step leads to the retrieval 186 of a value of the resistance 

in the circuit via its determination during the Rwund Value Calculation Procedure 103.  

This step 186 is repeated at pre-set intervals 530 throughout this section 184 of the 

flowchart. After Rwund has been assigned, returning to this section 105 of the operational 

flowchart 100, a calculation of the voltage to be applied step 189 is determined by an 

equation that scales the voltage to the total resistance measured in the in vivo enclosing 

circuit that is the sum combined electrical resistances of the following phenomena: the 

electrodes' 32 size, especially the Positive Electrode 32a in contact with the wound bed 

or periwound tissue and so also the wound size and depth and its subsequent 

magnitude-dependent decrease of electrical resistance as a result of the damaged or 

missing tissue thereof, the resistance of the periwound/adjacent-wound-edge tissue 

between the Positive Electrode and the wound edge if Method #1 placement has been 

applied, the much lower internal resistance of the core of the body, and the resistance 

of the intact skin beneath the Return Electrode where it is placed on the anatomically 

opposite surface behind the injury. This equation is graphed in one embodiment as 

shown in step 188 wherein two plots are drawn that represent modifications of the fixed 

variables 532 and 534 within the equation for variable scaling of the voltage to the wound 

depending on the mean resistance value measured during the Rwnd Value Calculation 

Procedure 103 that determines if the Positive Electrode 32a is placed directly onto or 

packed into the wound or if is placed on the periwound/adjacent-wound-edge tissue as 

in Method #1 described above. In another preferred embodiment (not shown) the wound
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is mathematically modeled and plotted as a circuit consisting of four resistors in series, 

with relative voltage drops across each of these resistors corresponding to the dynamic 

physiological phenomena resistance values comprising the total in vivo circuit resistance 

as described directly above, either algorithmically derived or directly measured, in real

time by the control unit. In Method #2 electrode arrangement, calculated voltages are 

thereby proportionally adapted to calibrate for the distance of the Positive Electrode 32a 

to the wound edge so as to still accurately scale the supplementing voltage to the 

endogenous wound-generated electric field at that distance. The scale and values of the 

vertical (Y) axis of the graph have been provided by the published literature in the field 

of electro-chemical wound healing dynamics where the endogenous TEP has been 

established and shown to produce a voltage drop at the edges of the wound between 

approximately 50-200millivolts. Step 190 follows wherein the scaled voltage is applied 

in reverse polarity for time 536 to supplement the endogenous wound-generated electric 

field from the inside to the outside of the wound either when the Positive Electrode 32a 

is placed directly onto or into the wound or onto the periwound/adjacent-wound-edge 

tissue. Timing and magnitude of all these inter-related events, so as not to negate, 

diminish, interrupt, or otherwise interfere with the endogenous wound-generated electric 

field, an advantageous feature for the correct and therapeutically useful operation of 

each section of the entire flowchart 100, is set by an array of pre-programmed 

parameters as best shown in 3f. The last action block 191 is that the Electrode Contact 

Check Procedure 102 is repeated at regular pre-set intervals 518 to ensure continuity of 

the electrodes' 30 contact with the body and wounded tissue.  

(126) Next step 106 is the Fibroblast Stimulation section of the operational flowchart 100 as 

best shown in 3e. Initially this step leads to the retrieval 194 of a value of the resistance 

in the circuit via its determination during the Rwound Value Calculation Procedure 103. As 

shown, step 194 is updated regularly during this section 106 of the operational flowchart 

100 at pre-set intervals 530. After Rwoun has been assigned, returning to this section of 

the operational flowchart 100, the next step 196 is a calculation of the voltage to be 

applied that is determined by an equation that scales the voltage to the total resistance 

measured in the in vivo enclosing circuit that is the sum combined resistance of the 

physiological and electrode elements in the entire circuit as already described above in 

the Current of Injury Supplementation section 105 of the operational flowchart 100. Here, 

the scale and values of the vertical (Y) axis of the graph have been provided in the 

published literature by Becker et al [US 4528265 A 1982, US 5814094 A 1996] in the 

field of cell modification by silver iontophoresis. The voltage scaling is adjusted for 

electrode placement either onto or into the wound or onto the periwound/adjacent-
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wound-edge tissue of a superficial wound as determined during the repeatedly 

performed RwoundValue Calculation Procedure 103 by means of a variable belonging to 

the scaling equation in section 106 as shown in the two graphs 197 therein. Once the 

stimulating voltage has been calculated the next step 198 applies this voltage for a pre

set time interval 540 critically determined to integrate with the other sections (3a, 3b, 3c, 

3d) of the operational flowchart 100 by the programmable parameters as best shown in 

3f. During this entire section of the operational flowchart 100, the Electrode Contact 

Check Procedure 102 is repeated 199 at regular intervals 518 to ensure continuity of 

electrode 30 contact with the body and wounded tissue.  

(127) In another embodiment of the present invention, the Fibroblast Stimulation section 106 

of the operational flowchart 100 as best shown in 3e can be activated separately while 

still utilizing the Rwund Value Calculation Procedure 200 and the Electrode Contact 

Check Procedure 150. In this 'REGEN' (regeneration) operational mode available for the 

expert clinician or researcher the system 10 is adapted for inducing cellular modification 

of wounded tissue (as described above) as clinical or research needs or aims arise. In 

this embodiment, when the control unit 20 encounters a skin resistance greater than that 

of a wound, meaning that the user is targeting internal fibrotic tissue, the appropriate 

constant stimulation current is determined by a pre-programmed scaling of the current 

to the electrode size (not shown), which is input by the user via the keypad 28, in order 

to maintain a proportional current density for the cellular modification effect according to 

and as already described above in mention of the inventions of Becker et al.  

(128) The flowchart 100 then moves to a rest period 107, before returning to the Sterilizing 

section 104 of the flowchart after completion of the other sections of the treatment loop 

109. The rest period 107 is where no voltage is produced to minimize skin irritation from 

the electrodes 32, electrolysis, and interference with pH dynamics, as well as to prevent 

cellular polarization, especially overextended use periods, and lasts for a predetermined 

time 542. During step 107, the Electrode Contact Check Procedure 102 is repeated at 

regular intervals 518 to ensure continuity of electrode 30 contact with the body and 

wounded tissue.  

(129) Operation of Medical lontophoresis System for Internal and Surface Infections 

(130) The 'BACT' (bacteria), 'VIRUS' and 'MICRO' (microcurrent) operational modes of the 

system 10 again utilize the constant current producing circuit (disclosed above). In this 

application the control unit 20 maintains constant low intensity direct currents of 2.5 and 

7.5 microamperes respectively for bacterial and viral infections with dynamic circuit 

resistance encountered through the patient's body, that have been found clinically by
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the inventor and confirmed by conventional medical pathology laboratory testing to be 

highly effective in vivo for these microenvironmental infections. 'MICRO' operational 

mode is user-programmable, and so can generate any of these effective Output 

Currents.  

(131) Positive and Return Electrode placement for internal infections is on intact skin such that 

the target internal infected organ or tissue is aligned as much as possible between the 

two electrodes. The Positive Electrode must completely 'cover'the target internal organ 

or tissue such that it is at least the same size or slightly larger than the target internal 

organ or tissue as it would be seen two dimensionally in an X-ray taken from the position 

of the electrode on the body surface. The Return Electrode must be approximately the 

same size or larger than the Positive Electrode and then positioned onto the 

anatomically opposite surface of the body to the Positive Electrode. This electrode 

positioning configuration focuses silver ion flow into the target organ or tissue between 

the two electrodes so that'wasted' current flow through the skin between the electrodes 

is thereby prevented or minimized. Positive and Return Electrode placement for surface 

infections is on intact skin across the target infected area on opposite sides thereof.  

(132) The Programmable Parameters best shown in Figure 3f that are used throughout the 

entire operational flowchart 100 and the construction itself of the entire operational 

flowchart 100 allowing these parameters to be flexibly incorporated is another 

advantageous feature of the preferred embodiment. As shown, these parameters are 

the currently nominated preferred parameters used during the testing phase of 

development of the Device. According to the present invention, these parameters can 

be readily modified individually or together through wide inter-related ranges as 

necessary or desired for improved and adapted future system 10 functionality with 

accumulating clinical experience, range and type of applications on both humans and 

non-human animals, extreme or very different external environment operating conditions 

including extremes of temperature and such as might be encountered in remote areas 

or during emergency natural or man-made disaster situations that may affect internal 

and skin tissue electro-chemical properties, and for additional extra whole system 10 

functionality if new choices and constructions of other electrode 32 conductive materials 

are employed such as copper (Cu) for treatment of fungal infections, gold (Au), etc.  

(133) It should also be noted that another key feature of the preferred embodiment, is that the 

system 10 is not bound by the exact Output Currents for the 'VIRUS' and 'BACT' 

operational modes, that, though clinically determined in the context of the system's 10 

research, testing and development, are also parameters that can be varied within the 

microcurrent range capable by the constant current circuitry, with future improved
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knowledge and wider clinical experience, and various applications and settings 

described, within the deliberate design and electronic componentry of the control unit 20 

that has been specifically invented in the appropriate form for these purposes.  

(134) In another embodiment of the present invention the Device serves as a programmable, 

self-adaptive, high accuracy and resolution constant low intensity direct current (LIDC) 

or constant low voltage stimulator, that connects directly via an electrode wire (harness) 

to a temporary or embedded silver needle anode and second inserted or surface 

(needle) cathode, for an alternative treatment of acute or chronic osteomyelitis.  

(135) In a variant preferred embodiment of the present invention, the Device can continuously 

assess and confirm surface wound healing (rate), or lack of healing, via real-time 

measurements and read-outs of changing electrical resistance of the wound surface 

with granulation tissue formation and rebuilding of skin layers. This assessment has the 

advantage that it can be performed without having to remove dressings and without 

visual examination. These data also give information on the relative wetness or dryness 

of the wound surface which is also an established factor in wound healing.  

(136) In yet another preferred embodiment of the present invention (not shown), the circuits 

comprising the iontophoresis control unit 20 can be implemented as an Electro

Acupuncture 'acupuncture point' Stimulator Device with constant current monitoring and 

regulation with dynamic circuit resistance encountered through the patient's body, and 

particularly through the bioelectric conductive 'channels' identified and their electrical 

properties measured with electronic measurement equipment as available in the 

published literature, known as the "acupuncture" "meridians" or "channels". In the 

present invention, the constant current circuitry can operate with high accuracy and 

resolution within the ultra-low microcurrent range, and with the same precision when 

encountering skin resistances starting in the low kiloohm range and rising up to 

approximately 2 megaohms, while maintaining accurate output wave-form 

characteristics through this entire range, appropriate for both invasive needle insertion 

and non-invasive surface electrode stimulation, which are features not available in the 

prior art. In this embodiment, the circuits are duplicated giving two or more independent 

output channels of the Device which can operate individually or simultaneously.  

Furthermore, in this embodiment, dedicated circuitry that is part of the control unit 20 

produces a wave form 300 as best shown in Figure 4. According to published literature 

in the field of electro-stimulation of metallic acupuncture needles inserted into a living 

body, in order to prevent or minimize electrolysis, pH changes, microcirculation 

disturbances, short-circuiting between parallel nerve fibers and other harmful effects of 

inappropriate stimulation, this waveform has been determined to be appropriate as well
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as clinically beneficial (by the inventor), while the pulse width of this waveform 300 can 

be varied but is less than 200 microseconds, and while the amplitude of the positive 

peak of the waveform 300 and the frequency of the pulses are both parameters that can 

be varied during core system programming and/or by the user during application.  

(137) The preferred embodiment provides a dedicated silver (Ag)-nylon (AgN) electrode and 

portable low intensity direct current (LIDC) and lontophoresis Electro-Stimulator 

integrated system and a variant embodiment that is an Electro-Acupuncture Stimulator 

with constant (ultra-low) microcurrent control. The Device is portable for use inside a 

medical facility, and outdoors for accident, emergency, preventative and flexible 

applications, being powered by replaceable internal batteries that can also be of the 

rechargeable type. The Device can be used on humans and non-human animals.  

(138)The Device of the preferred embodiment provides extremely high accuracy and 

resolution output (stimulation) microcurrent control/regulation via real-time 

microcontroller regulated resistance measuring circuitry that measures the resistance in 

the entire circuit between the Positive and the Return SIS electrodes, constant current 

circuitry, and voltage producing and switching circuitry, and the related continuous, 

responsive microcontroller regulated voltage adjustments and operation. The constant 

microcurrent circuitry range is 0 microamperes to 200 microamperes with stability and 

accuracy of ±100nanoamperes, maintained across a wide temperature range also due 

to the PID system already mentioned above. These features also accommodate 

changes in body/limb/neck etc position, tissue hydration changes, other tissue 

conductivity changes (e.g. sweating), swelling, exudate, SIS electrode contact decrease 

and/or variability, etc.  

(139)The adjustable interval-step of the Output Current is 5100 nanoamperes, that is 

achieved by the user via the membrane keypad 28 in the preferred embodiment; and at 

any future time variable via firmware updates. The system 10 provides constant Output 

Current, voltage and circuit break monitoring.  

(140) The system 10 also provides intelligent visual and audio feedback via an OLED LCD or 

other type of electronic display and/or LEDs integrated into the keypad 22 depending on 

the particular embodiment of the casing of the control unit 20 and audible alerts that 

inform and direct the user to problems arising with Output Current, voltage and circuit 

break, and to how to solve these problems independently, if possible.  

(141) The incorporated OLED in one embodiment for the expert user allows real-time readouts 

of voltage, current and resistance while the control unit 20 is in use and/or being 

arranged/calibrated on the body.
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(142) The control unit 20 is also capable of receiving future firmware updates to allow for easy 

and rapid improved programmable function as new research and clinical findings might 

reveal.  

(143) The novel firmware and software of the control unit 20, in addition to enabling all of the 

above functionalities, allows two levels of user expertise for broad and general 

application: 'non-expert' and 'expert'. The non-expert user mode is achieved by a pre

programmed firmware code that automatically adjusts the control unit 20 to deliver 

clinically tested, viable currents via the correspondingly required voltages for anti

bacterial effect or for anti-viral effect as selected by the non-expert user. This non-expert 

user mode is quickly and easily accessible and these Output Currents selectable via the 

membrane keypad on the exterior of the housing 21 in the preferred embodiment. The 

expert use mode is achieved by the functionality described above that is made readily 

programmable by the user and that enables the expert user to select and adjust the 

control unit's 20 electrical output parameters including the Output Voltage in one variant 

embodiment and also to view and monitor these stimulation and endogenous bioelectric 

parameters (circuit resistance, current and voltage). This functionality has broad clinical 

advantages and applications, for example but not limited to, cases of unusual or difficult 

anatomical placement of electrodes 32, especially sensitive skin areas, cases of 

oedema and ascites where higher currents might be necessary, wound healing 

monitoring, acute and emergency conditions, complex clinical conditions as they change 

and are monitored frequently with laboratory tests or visual examination over time, for 

example a case of mixed viral and bacterial infections.  

(144) The Device has battery voltage increasing or decreasing buck-boost converter circuitry 

to supply a voltage below or beyond the maximum 4.5volts (1.5volts x 3) and 6volts 

(1.5volts x4) of the three and four (rechargeable) AAA size batteries in the various casing 

embodiments, if needed for example due to exceptionally high skin resistance 

encountered. This feature is also under dynamic firmware control and adjustment.  

(145) In all user operational modes described, the control unit 20 has pre-programmed 226 

firmware controlled, several-second to two minute interval complete stops in output 

voltage 182 for example as shown in figure 3b, to minimize or prevent skin irritation, 

electrolysis, interference with natural pH dynamics, as well as to not 'overwhelm' 

endogenous bioelectric events especially during the Wound operational mode and to 

also prevent cellular and cellular population polarization, especially over extended use 

periods.
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(146) The preferred embodiment of the Device of the present invention provides the following 

advantages: 

(1) 'BACT', 'VIRUS' and 'MICRO' operational modes. Preprogrammed or user

programmable, clinically determined current-to-electrode calibrated settings for 

effective bacterial and viral infection treatments.  

(2) Palm size and simple to use: Positioning electrodes on or across an affected area and 

push-button operation.  

(3) Electrode-skin interface monitoring and user interface: Self-Adaptive Monitoring 

Device as well as a low intensity direct current to milliampere Electro-Stimulator.  

Intelligent statistical and algorithmic software constantly monitors the electrode-tissue 

interface (area). Monitoring is specific to the electronic circuitry, self-adaptive to the 

target stimulation Output Current, and in relation to programmed, known biological 

electro-chemical properties. Audio-visual alerts are generated by the software for the 

user to maintain optimal electrode application for continuous target stimulation Output 

Current and voltage delivery. Intelligent interfacing is via organic light emitting diode 

(OLED) LCD display or keypad-integrated light emitting diode (LED) indicators.  

(4) Self-adaptive temperature circuit calibration and extreme operating range: Accurate 

target low intensity direct current (LIDC) delivery with changing ambient (and body) 

temperature by full feedback proportional-integral-derivative (PID) industrial-type, real

time circuit calibration and control.  

(5) Electrodes manufactured from medical grade 99+% silver-nylon and all composite and 

backing materials, with various sizes .  

(6) High accuracy, self-adaptive target constant current delivery: State of the art sensing 

technology and microcontroller automatically regulates the target stimulation low 

intensity direct current with environmental changes including (human) animal body 

hydration, perspiration, position and movement and during in vitro use. Output Current 

accuracy is a stable ±100 nanoamperes (nA) between 1-20 microamperes (uA) 

necessary for silver iontophoresis via silver-nylon cloth electrodes.  

(7) 'WOUND' and 'REGEN' (tissue regeneration) operational modes. Real-time 

measurement of the electrical resistance of the wound, directly at the wound bed, or 

calibrated to the adjacent-wound-edge tissue for peri-wound electrode positioning.  

Real-time, self-adaptive calculation and scaled voltage supplementation or 

replacement of the endogenous wound-generated electric field, for bioelectrically 

matching magnitude and polarity voltage drop generation (simulation) at the wound
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edges. Automatic calibration of stimulation voltage to electrode placement on the 

wound bed for deeper wounds, or on the periwound/adjacent-wound-edge tissue for 

superficial wounds. Output Current also auto scales to wound and electrode size for 

surface injuries, or user can program the Positive Electrode size for internal fibrotic 

tissue targets for auto-scaling of current to programmed electrode size.  

(8) Very robust IP65-68 (waterproof and dustproof) rated and mechanical stress-resistant 

casing including all external ports. Designed for indoor and extreme outdoor 

environments.  

(9) Expert ('Practitioner') version with high resolution manual current adjustment and real

time integrated display readout of bioelectrical and stimulation parameters.  

(10) Hardware and firmware platform designed for easy and fast updates if future research 

improves electrical stimulation parameters and/or electrode specifications or reveals 

further therapeutic applications.  

(147) The preferred embodiment provides a microprocessor controlled, lontophoresis Electro

Stimulator electronically designed and firmware controlled to provide appropriate (low 

and ultra-low) voltages and currents to a silver-nylon(AgN) cloth skin-contacting 

electrode to charge that electrode electrically positive (anodal) so that when it is placed 

in contact with the human body and an electric circuit completed by a second, identical 

electrode also placed in contact with the same human body-anatomically cross

sectioning a target anatomical area/location, a low intensity direct current is produced in 

the circuit partly consisting of silver (Ag) cations ("Ag particles", "Ag ions", "Ag 

nanoparticles", "Ag+s", etc) of nanometer dimension moving between the two 

electrodes, that will thus pass through the tissues anatomically aligned between the two 

electrodes. Extensive international research has shown that Ag cations have broad 

microbicidal, microbe-attenuating (especially bacteria but also viruses and other 

microorganisms) and/or biological 'microenvironment' modifying effects. The Device 

addresses this specification and medical need.  

(148) The preferred embodiment thus provides a dedicated, portable Device to provide 

appropriately low, high resolution and accuracy milli-range voltages and constant current 

circuitry to produce highly precise nanoampere to milliampere range currents, to a silver

nylon (AgN) based electrode.  

(149) Brief description of Figures 5-7 

(150) Figure 5 best shows the function optimization task algorithm flowchart, labeled, ML 

(Machine Learning) CONTROL FLOWCHART, specifically applied to surface or internal
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wound healing, which interconnects at step ML2 with the Multi Type Electrical 

Stimulation (ES) Wound Healing Flowchart as best shown in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows 

an ES Switch Set Codes Table according to a preferred embodiment of the present 

invention, specifically for a surface wound or ulcer healing application.  

(151) The MULTI TYPE ES WOUND HEALING FLOWCHART (Figure 6), is the highest level 

flowchart of overall operation. The ML CONTROL FLOWCHART (Figure 5) is a nested 

sub-procedure of, and 'called' from within, the MULTI TYPE ES WOUND HEALING 

FLOWCHART.  

(152) The ML (Machine Learning) CONTROL FLOWCHART (Figure 5) is 'called' at box ML2 

from the MULTI TYPE ES WOUND HEALING FLOWCHART (Figure 6), after which, 

process flow jumps out and continues within the ML CONTROL FLOWCHART (Figure 

5), until it exits for any reason at box ML8 of Figure 5; at which point process flow jumps 

back and resumes within the MULTI TYPE ES WOUND HEALING FLOWCHART from 

box ML1-4 (Figure 6).  

(153) At the end of a cycle through the MULTI TYPE ES WOUND HEALING FLOWCHART 

returning back to ML1-3, box ML2 will again be 'called'; and this entire process repeats 

until the device automatically powers off due to uncorrected application error alert, 

battery charge drainage, or manual control by the user.  

(154) The details of the above flowchart procedures are described below. The general purpose 

of each step is as follows: 

(155) Figure 6-MULTI TYPE ES WOUND HEALING FLOWCHART: 

(156) Processes within steps ML1-3 (103), ML1-6 (109), ML1-10 (105), ML1-11 (106) and 

ML1-12 (107) have largely been disclosed in AU patent 2016202751 and further in the 

specification above; their correspondences within the Figure 3 flowcharts are indicated 

in parentheses. These are again described below.  

(157) The following new process steps and all their contents relate to the treatment device's 

new stimulation capabilities and features: ML1-8, ML1-9. These flowchart steps 

correspond to the specifications in the Second messenger stimulation specifications 

above.  

(158) The following new steps and all their contents relate to the function optimization 

algorithm shown in Figure 5 in its entirety: MLO, ML1, ML1-1, ML1-2, ML1-4, ML1-5, ML

2, ML1-9-1.  

(159) Steps ML1, ML1-1, ML1-2 obtain from the user the information if the wound the device 

and pads are now applied to is the same wound as treated in the previous stimulation
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session or if the device is now applied to a new wound. For the same wound, the log of 

Rmean values, the ASS Score Table shown in ML-11 of Figure 5 and the last ASS (active 

switch set) are loaded from the stimulation device's ferroelectric RAM (FRAM) memory; 

for a different wound, the Rmean log is cleared and the DefaultASS is loaded. In all 

cases, the ASS software flag is set to its positive binary status of TRUE.  

(160) Next step Identify Wound Procedure (IWP) as best shown in process step ML1-3, 

performs a second stage stability and continuity of electrode contact check, and refers 

to an Electrode Stimulation Efficiency (ESE) module of the software that performs the 

self-adaptive, first stage real-time and statistical complex electrode contact check. The 

IWP secondarily utilizes the data from the second stage check to determine the location 

and proximity of the pair of electrode pads to the wound bed based on reference to 

published data of wound bioelectric measurement and dynamic wound modeling first 

mentioned in paragraph 48. The IWP outputs an arithmetic mean value of multiple 

through-wound electrical resistance measurements (Rwound), designated, Rmean.  

(161) The next step as best shown by the interconnecting point to the ML CONTROL 

FLOWCHART, ML2, is when the Rmean value output from step ML1-3 is exported into 

the ML CONTROL FLOWCHART (Figure 5).  

(162) Next step as best shown in ML1-4 checks the status of the ASS binary software flag, 

and loads the current ASS if the flag's status is TRUE, or loads the next switch set under 

test (SSUT) generated from ML CONTROL FLOWCHART step ML5 if the flag's status 

is FALSE.  

(163) The next horizontal process step as best shown in ML1-5, describes the data that is 

retrieved from the stimulation device, either via its integrated display or via a data port 

whereby the device's FRAM can be transferred via a wired or wireless connection for 

display and analysis on another generic or dedicated electronic display unit. In one 

preferred embodiment of the present invention as shown in ML1-5, the current SSUT or 

ASS, the ASS flag status, and the previous ten ASSs and their metadata stored in ML 

CONTROL FLOWCHART step ML11 are accessible; in another preferred embodiment 

of the preset invention, all established ASSs and their associated metadata, can be 

continuously retrieved in realtime.  

(164) Operation then moves to low intensity direct current (LIDC) stimulation as best shown in 

process step ML1-6 and as also included in a basic form in AU patent 2016202751. In 

the present invention, LIDC stimulation has the additional operation, via its 

interconnection and control by the ML CONTROL FLOWCHART step ML5, of producing 

an LIDC output value that in a preferred embodiment has at least 50 second-level switch
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states as shown in the ES Switch Set Codes Table in Figure 7, under the Group 2 ES 

switches column for the LIDC stimulation component, where the values of taxotype 1

4 can be pre-programmed Output Current values for various known microorganism 

taxonomic specific effect-relationships and Itaxotype X can have a range of Output 

Current values from at least 10-500 microamperes with increments of 10 microamperes 

or less for automated predictive searching by the function optimization algorithm in step 

ML5.  

(165)The Parameters-Variables box shows typical default values for the LIDCs that 

correspond to major microorganism taxonomies. Additionally, in another aspect of the 

present invention, during LIDC stimulation step ML1-6, the LIDC polarity is periodically 

reversed for 10-30 seconds to clean electrochemical debris from the electrode pads.  

(166) Operation then moves to cAMP and cGMP second messenger stimulation as best 

shown in process steps ML1-8 and ML1-9. Generally, the flow of second messenger 

stimulation begins with cAMP production stimulation in step CM1, followed by a rest 

period in step CM1-2, after which cAMP activation stimulation is performed in step CM1

3, with a second rest period in step CM1-4. cGMP second messenger production 

stimulation follows immediately in step CM1-5, followed by a rest period in step CM1-6, 

after which cGMP activation stimulation is performed in step CM1-7.  

(167) The dotted intra-process lines between process steps ML1-8 and ML1-9 and between 

process steps ML1-9 and ML1-10, labeled GB and IB, respectively, and as noted in 

ML1-9-1, show the flow of processes within and following the cAMP and cGMP second 

messenger stimulations, when either or both of the second-level switch states for the 

cAMP and cGMP stimulation components shown in the Group 2 ES switches in the ES 

Switch Set Codes Table (Figure 7) are in the binary, Make state of increased production 

stimulation without a following rest period (step CM1-2 for cAMP, step CM1-6 for cGMP) 

and activation stimulation (step CM1-3 for cAMP, step CM1-7 for cGMP). Conversely, 

when either or both of these second-level switch states are in the second binary, Make

Use state, then the rest period and activation stimulation component is active and so the 

intra-process lines GB and IB are not followed.  

(168) The typical, relative values for the durations of the production component, in between 

rest periods and activation component for the example of cAMP second messenger 

stimulation are best shown in the Parameters-Variables box in Figure 6. For various 

therapeutic applications, the lengths of these durations can be altogether adjusted in 

relation to Pbio and its biologically possible rate of variability as described above in the 

Summary of the Invention, and to the measurement resolution capability of the
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stimulation device to detect these Pbio changes; however, keeping the relative 

proportions of these durations is a preferred aspect of the present invention. The 

frequencies of cAMPHZ1, cAMPHZ2, cGMP HZ1, cGMP_HZ2 shown in process 

steps ML1-8 and ML1-9 have been disclosed under the Second messenger stimulation 

sections above.  

(169) Operation then moves to Electric Field Stimulation (EF) stimulation as best shown in 

process step ML1-10 and as also included in AU patent 2016202751. An EF is output in 

biomatching polarity and strength to the wound based on current Rmean measurements 

and on the resultant output of the dynamic wound modeling using Rmean. The strength of 

the output EF is further calibrated to the electrode pad configuration and positioning, 

either paired to a periwound location and anatomically behind the wound, or paired 

across the wound on either side thereof on the same anatomical surface.  

(170) Operation next moves to Cell Modification Stimulation (CELLMOD) stimulation as best 

shown in process step ML1-11 that is also included in AU patent 2016202751. An EF is 

output that is scaled to the wound's current bioelectric properties and the (+)positive 

electrode size for cell phenotype modification based on data in patents US 4528265 A 

1982 and US 5814094 A 1996. The output EF is further calibrated to the electrode pad 

configuration and positioning as also performed in ML-10.  

(171) The last stage of a stimulation cycle after completing output of a SSUT or ASS, before 

repeating, is a rest period as best shown in step ML1-12. No current is output for a 

specified time Y, typical values of which are shown in Figure 3f, for the effects of allowing 

the pH of the skin under the electrode pads to equilibriate and stabilize, and to minimize 

hyperpolarization of cells influenced by the EF and LIDC stimulations. Flow then returns 

to step ML1-3 on completion of the stimulation cycle.  

(172) Figure 5-Function optimization task algorithm flowchart, labeled, ML CONTROL 

FLOWCHART 

(173) In the example application shown of the function optimization algorithm, Pbio is the 

arithmetic mean value, Rmean, of multiple measurements of the through-wound electrical 

resistance, Rwound.  

(174) The VARIABLES box in Figure 5 shows the typical values and limits for three of the 

parameters utilized by the function optimization algorithm for a wound healing 

application in a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The Switchsettime 

and Healingslope variables are based on the possible biological dynamic rate of 

change of the through-wound electrical resistance measurement (Pbio) and the 

measurement resolution, after calibration for electronic circuit temperature effects, of the
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stimulation device. The IWP check time denominator used to define Compareperiod_n 

is the interval that Identify Wound Procedure (IWP) as shown in process step ML1-3 and 

executed in steps ML1-6 to ML1-11 of the MULTI TYPE ES WOUND HEALING 

FLOWCHART (Figure 6)_ and corresponds to Timecheck2 as shown in Figure 3f; and 

where process step ML1-3 itself largely corresponds to the Calculating Rwound Value 

Procedure as shown in Figure 3.  

(175) ML CONTROL FLOWCHART (Figure 5) operation starts with Rmean being imported into 

first step ML2 from process step ML1-3 of the MULTI TYPE ES WOUND HEALING 

FLOWCHART as shown in Figure 6. Using the updated, imported Rmean value, the slope 

of the Rmean logged values for the last Compare-period_n data points is calculated. Best 

fit linear regression is used to compute the slope, and data point values greater than 50 

kiloohm are filtered as outliers, in a preferred embodiment of this wound healing 

application of the function optimization algorithm.  

(176) Next is step ML3 and steps thereafter in one flow line of the algorithm, and steps ML14 

to the IWHP comparison graph in another flow line of the algorithm.  

(177) In step ML14, starting from when Compareperiod_n data points have been logged, the 

present Rmean slope is compared to the Ideal Wound Healing Plot (IWHP) graph line to 

determine its position along it. The most recent data point of the last Compare-period_n 

data points of the current Rmean best fit linear regression line, in relation to the IWHP line, 

is recorded and logged.  

(178) The IWHP graph line shows the averaged, ideal healing dynamic of Pbio when Pbio is 

R_wound as assigned during the IWP and when the entire function optimization 

algorithm is specifically applied to wound healing. Generally, the IWHP line facilitates 

comparison of the relative position of the current Pbio value to its known biological range.  

Comparison of the Rmean values and slope dynamics imported into and computed in step 

ML2 of the algorithm, with the slope and entire graph of the IWHP, indicates both the 

rate and identifiable chronological stage of healing of a wound or ulcer. Time plotted as 

abscissa values and position are shown in arbitrary sequential units, from A to DD, to 

allow the algorithm to self-adapt to varying rates of individual wound healing. R_wound 

values are plotted as ordinates in units of kiloohms based on the established medical

scientific literature of bioelectric wound healing and according to the specification 

disclosed in patent AU 2016202751. Measured and computed Rmean values diverging 

from the general dynamic of the IWHP plot can thus indicate various pathological, 

physiological, and surgical events, including but not limited to infection, hyperemia, 

debridement, skin graft, physical trauma, scab and eschar formation. For example,
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during a wound or ulcer infection process, R_wound values decrease relatively very 

rapidly in comparison to the timeframes of overall wound healing stages and closure 

graphed by the IWHP line and its slope.  

(179) Now describing decision step ML3, the new Rmean slope value is compared to the 

Healingslope variable ±20% or to another value for its variance depending on the 

specific Pbio of other applications of the function optimization algorithm. If the new Rmean 

slope is greater or equal to the Healingslope comparator value then the algorithm 

moves to next step ML-9 wherein the current switch set is assigned as the active switch 

set (ASS), or re-assigned as the ASS if it was previously an ASS already recorded in 

the ASS Score Table ML11.  

(180) From step ML-9, the algorithm flow goes to next step ML-8 that is the exit step point 

back to the MULTI TYPE ES WOUND HEALING FLOWCHART interconnection step 

ML-2, and if the current SSUT is a new switch set being newly assigned as the ASS 

then the flow also goes to step ML10 and to the ASS Score Table ML11 and then to step 

ML12.  

(181) From step ML9 before exiting at ML8, in step ML13, the ASS software flag is set to its 

binary state of TRUE to indicate that the last SSUT has now been assigned as the ASS 

and so will be output for stimulation by the MULTI TYPE ES WOUND HEALING 

FLOWCHART.  

(182) In step ML10, the ASS and its computed metadata are logged into the ASS Score Table 

ML11; if the ASS has previously been an ASS thus having a previous ASS record with 

metadata already stored in ML11, then an additional record for the same ASS and its 

present, new computed metadata is made in ML11.  

(183) The ASS Score Table ML11 summarizes the variables, computations of scoring and 

metadata, for future look-up of predictive effect of previous ASSs found by the function 

optimization algorithm for any point in time and stage of pathology normalization and 

healing of the target tissue, anatomical structure, wound, ulcer or internal or surface 

lesion under electrotherapy. Some example data are shown. Slopestarteffecttime 

records when the ASS first produced a therapeutic effect on Pbio (that its Rmean in the 

wound healing application example application of the algorithm). Slopestarteffect 

records the value of the best fit linear regression slope (gradient) of Rmean as calculated 

in step ML2 for the immediately previous Compareperiod-n number of Pbio data points 

before Slope-starteffecttime, where Compare-period_n is defined in the VARIABLES 

box. New-slope is calculated, starting from the Pbio data point measured at 

Slope-starteffecttime, to the current time; and the New-slope value is periodically
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updated for an ASS at the end of each ASS output stimulation cycle performed by the 

MULTI TYPE ES WOUND HEALING FLOWCHART. The primary ASS metadatam 

value, Score, is computed as the numerical value difference between Newslope and 

Slope-starteffect and is also updated each time Newslope is updated. The IWHP 

metadata value assignment of the ASS relates to comparison with the Ideal Wound 

Healing Plot line shown in IWHP already described.  

(184)Algorithm flow then moves to ML12 where the updated ASS records in ML11 are 

reordered based on their Slopestart effect metadata variable, from highest to lowest, 

for later ordered selection for testing in step ML5.  

(185) Again describing decision step ML3, if the new Rmean slope is less than the Healingslope 

comparator value, then the algorithm flowchart has two lines of flow, to step ML5 and 

onward to the next steps thereafter, and to step ML4 followed by step ML4-1.  

(186) In step ML4, the ASS software flag is assigned its binary state of FALSE to indicate that 

the function optimization algorithm must now select or generate a new switch set in next 

step ML5 in order to search for a new therapeutically effective ASS.  

(187) In step ML4-1, the metatdata variables of the ASS Score Table, New-slope and Score, 

are updated for the last output switch set that was but is no longer the current ASS.  

(188) In step ML5, the next switch set for testing is selected. This selection always begins with 

previous ASSs that are recorded in the ASS Score Table ML11, which are tested one 

after another based on their metadata scoring that are compared in the priority order of: 

Slope-starteffect, Score, and IWHP location match. While a previous ASS is being 

tested, it is the current switch set under test (SSUT). Or if all recorded previous ASSs 

stored in ML11 have been tested, then a new switch set is generated from the ES Switch 

Set Codes Table as best shown in Figure 7 and this new switch set becomes the SSUT.  

(189) Next step is ML6 wherein if the SSUT has been generated from the ES Switch 

Set Codes Table, then it is recorded and logged into the Tested Switch Set Table ML7 

shown with example data, in order to prevent repeat testing of a SSUT while the ASS 

software flag remains in the binary state of FALSE as set in step ML4.  

(190) In next decision step ML6-1, if all possible switch sets, including both previous ASSs 

retrieved from the ASS Score Table ML11, and new switch sets generated from the ES 

Switch Set Codes Table (Figure 7), have been tested by the MULTI TYPE ES WOUND 

HEALING FLOWCHART, then the Default_ASS from the ES Switch Set Codes Table is 

set as the new ASS and flow goes to next steps, ML-9, ML13 and then to exit step ML

8; flow also goes to steps ML10, ML11 and ML12 if the DefaultASS has not yet been
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output by the flowchart. The DefaultASS is then output for a pre-programmed duration 

depending on Pbio and the specific application of the function optimization algorithm, 

denoted as X hours, after which, data in the Tested Switch Sets Table ML7 is erased, 

and the ML CONTROL FLOWCHART is begun again at interconnecting step point ML2 

with the latest imported Rmean data. Conversely, if all possible switch sets have not yet 

been tested, then flow only goes directly from decision step ML6-1 to exit step ML-8.  

(191) Figure 7-ES Switch Set Codes Table 

(192) The first column of the Table lists the electrical stimulation (ES) components, labeled, 

low intensity direct current (LIDC), electric field (EF), CELLMOD (cell modification), 

cyclic AMP (cAMP) and cyclic GMP (cGMP) of the MULTI TYPE ES WOUND HEALING 

FLOWCHART output during its process steps, ML1-6, ML1-10, ML1-11, ML1-8 and M11

9, respectively.  

(193) The second and third columns of the Table show the corresponding Group 1 and Group 

2 ES binary switch states and their alphabetical codings, which are the top-level and 

second-level switch states for the ES components that are available for switch set 

generation by the ML CONTROL FLOWCHART in step ML5.  

(194) In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, a default, active switch set (ASS), 

named, DefaultASS, as best shown in the Group 1 ES switches column for the example 

of a wound or ulcer healing application of the function optimization algorithm, is pre

programmed based on it having the highest ASS metadata scores and statistical 

frequency of general therapeutic effectiveness on Pbio from the experience of all ASSs 

generated by the algorithm during many previous multi-type ES applications involving 

the same target therapeutic Pbio. The DefaultASS is integrated into the ML CONTROL 

FLOWCHART in decision step ML6-1.  

(195) Group 2 ES switches, A, AB, AC, AD and AE-(1-50), provide the intensities of LIDC for 

output in process step ML1-6.  

(196) In another aspect of the present invention, the values of Group 2 ES switch states, 

Itaxotype 1-4, are shown in the Parameters-Variables box of the MULTI TYPE ES 

WOUND HEALING FLOWCHART, corresponding to, LIDC_bacteria, LIDCvirus, 

LIDCfungus and LIDCyeast, which have been found to have these specific 

microorganism taxonomic-specific bell curve characterized effect-relationships.  

(197) The medical utility of non binary, Group 2 ES multi-state switch states, AE-(1-50), has 

already been specified in relation to infection treatments, and in one preferred 

embodiment of the present invention, range from 10 to 500 microamperes in step sizes
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of 10 microamperes or less, for output in process step ML1-6 of the MULTI TYPE ES 

WOUND HEALING FLOWCHART 

(198) Group 1 switch states, G and I, correspond to second messenger stimulation process 

steps ML1-8 and ML19, respectively; Group 2 ES switches, GB and IB, correspond to 

the intra-process lines between process steps ML1-8 and ML1-9 and between process 

steps ML1-9 and ML1-10, of the same labeling in the MULTI TYPE ES WOUND 

HEALING FLOWCHART.  

(199) It will be apparent to those skilled in the art from the flowcharts, operations, processes 

and tables shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7 that another defining aspect of the present 

invention is their integration and incorporation into the electronics and software design 

and functionality of the electronic stimulation device thereby providing an integrated 

multi-type ES treatment system controlled by the dynamic function optimization 

algorithm.  

(200) It should also apparent that the integration of the algorithm with the MULTI TYPE ES 

WOUND HEALING FLOWCHART for the purpose of wound healing stimulation is only 

one of many possible such integrations with healing flowcharts for many different 

pathologies including but not limited to hepatitis, fibrosis, cirrhosis, inflammation, injured 

tissue healing and regeneration, pain conditions, treatment and normalization of a 

radiologically or sonographically identified internal lesion having metaplasia or 

neoplasia, as well as surface and internal infected tissue treatments.  

(201) A combined instance-based and regression algorithm and software code embodiment 

that is based on a partly stochastic, dynamic function optimization task model. According 

to the definition that machine learning is the artificial intelligence (AI) field of the 

construction of algorithms and computer programs that automatically improve with their 

experience of performing tasks, the algorithm is a machine learning type.  

(202) Another aspect of the present invention is the application of a machine learning 

algorithm and executing software program to multi-type electrotherapy modality and 

stimulation combinations output by a single or multiple treatment devices.  

(203) In another aspect of the present invention, the environmental input data for the learning 

algorithm are the therapeutically desired vector quantity changes of a target bioelectric 

or biochemical parameter (Pbio) that is monitored and measured repeatedly 

electronically or otherwise every few seconds or minutes. Assessment of Pbio dynamics 

is performed with continuously updated regression analysis or by other statistical and 

analytical means. Examples of Pbio are the through-wound electrical resistance and 

autologous wound generated electric field of a surface wound or ulcer used as a
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measure of wound closure. In another such example, Pbio is the complex electrical 

impedance (Z), capacitive reactance (Xc), inductive reactance (XL) or phase angle (0) 

profiles across a frequency range sweep of any tissue target that is anatomically 

localizable for cross sectional planar electronic measurement invasively or non

invasively.  

(204) In another aspect of the present invention, when the function optimization algorithm is 

specifically applied to wound healing, Pbio can also be the electrical impedance (Z), 

capacitive reactance (XC), inductive reactance (XL) and phase angle (0) measured 

through or across the wound or ulcer.  

(205) In another aspect of the present invention multiple Pbios can be simultaneously 

assessed by duplicating and/or adapting sections of the function optimization algorithm.  

(206) In another aspect of the present invention, the electronic stimulation device and its 

software program are capable of multiple ES modalities and stimulations, five of which 

are termed as illustrative examples and for convenience, ES-A, ES-B, ES-C, ES-D and 

ES-F, although more numerous ES modality capabilities including any of those 

mentioned in the Background can be output by the device and software program.  

(207) In another aspect of the present invention, the function optimization task model can 

simultaneously optimize the functions of multiple ES modalities and stimulations.  

(208) Another aspect of the present invention is that each ES modality that the stimulation 

device and software are capable of has two top-level binary switch states of being either 

switched on and output or switched off and not output by the stimulation device, which 

further results in the feature that when the different ES modalities are output 

sequentially, this series combination digital stimulation method is also capable of 

producing analogue combination ES patterns if one or many of the ES modalities 

continues to be switched off. For example, if ES-A, ES-B, ES-C and ES-D are all 

switched off in one stimulation combination that is repeatedly output, then modality ES

F will be output as a continuous analogue type ES.  

(209) Another aspect of the present invention is that to achieve the function optimization task 

the algorithm randomly at first generates and controls the electronic circuitry of the 

stimulation device to output one after another every possible sequential combination of 

ES-A, ES-B, ES-C, ES-D & ES-F, where one such example would be, ES-AON, ES

B_ON, ES-C_OFF, ES-D_OFF, ES-FOFF, and where each such sequential 

combination thereby forms and is hereafter referred to as a switch set; and that each 

switch set is only output for a relatively short timeframe that is selected in relation to the 

biologically possible rate of variability and characteristics of Pbio, and the generation
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and output of all possible switch sets generated by the algorithm from all available switch 

state combinations is also completed within a similarly short biological timeframe also 

directly relative to the possible biological dynamics of Pbio.  

(210) In another aspect of the present invention the ES modalities that the stimulation device 

is capable of can have additional, second-level and lower level non binary switch states 

that allows the function optimization algorithm to generate more ES combination switch 

sets than the switch sets that comprise only the top-level binary switch states of the ES 

modalities. For example, ES-A can have a range of electrical output parameter values 

of current, voltage or frequency depending on its ES type, where in the simplified 

example of ES-A being constant Output Current with three possible discrete electronic 

circuit intensities (1-3) then ES-A can have the additional second-level switch states of, 

ES-A-1, ES-A-2 and ES-A-3; whereas in reality more numerous second-level switch 

states for ES-A can correspond to a pre-programmed or algorithm generated gradated 

intensity step size through the entire range of minimum to maximum Output Current that 

the stimulation device is capable of.  

(211) In another aspect of the present invention, the second-level switch states of constant 

Output Currents that correspond to gradated intensity steps through the constant Output 

Current range capability of the stimulation device from low intensity direct current (LIDC) 

up to milliampere intensity direct current (MIDC), add the capability to the function 

optimization algorithm to perform an automated search through the entire constant 

Output Current range of the stimulation device and find a second-level switch state that 

corresponds to a specific intensity LIDC or MIDC that has a therapeutic effect on the 

target localized tissue measured in terms of the positive therapeutic effect of that switch 

state on Pbio according to the assessment methodology of the function optimization task 

described above. The medical utility of this aspect of the present invention is that LIDC 

and MIDC can variously be applied therapeutically for the purpose of attenuating and 

inactivating the infection process in localized target tissue microenvironments, as for 

example disclosed with LIDC ES outputs in patent AU 2016202751 where a number of 

microorganism taxonomic-specific bell curve characterized effect-relationships were 

provided for viral and bacterial species. Though given the extremely large diversity within 

and among the different species and families of microorganisms including bacteria, 

protozoa, viruses, fungi and yeasts and that mutations of these microorganisms are 

possible and common, and because of the virtually unlimited complexities and 

dynamisms of tissue, cellular, and molecular microenvironments as noted above, pre

programmed Output Currents that previously interacted effectively with these target 

tissue microenvironments to attenuate and stop the infection process involving specific
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microorganisms might later on in similar specific medical case instances, be ineffective.  

Whereas, in contrast, the solution provided by the automated search performed by the 

function optimization algorithm of the present invention using non binary second level 

switch states of constant Output Currents can find non predicted, unknown, variable and 

unique-to-instance therapeutically effective Output Current intensities for theoretically 

any type of tissue having a microenvironmental physiological abnormality including but 

not limited to, bioelectric state and pathological condition involving an infection process.  

(212) In another aspect of the present invention the algorithm generated ES switch sets 

comprising only top-level switch states and those comprising mixed level switch states 

are assessed dynamically in realtime for therapeutic success based on their 

performance effect on the continuously incoming Pbio data. The rate and limits of effect 

on Pbio by a switch set under test (SSUT) are computed by the algorithm as variables 

of the function optimization task model in order to determined if the SSUT is 

therapeutically successful or not. A primary score and associated metadata are 

computed and assigned to a successful switch set that are then recorded and logged, 

and the switch set is then assigned as the active switch set (ASS) to be continuously 

output for therapeutic stimulation. While a switch set remains the ASS the algorithm 

continuously updates the metadata of that ASS with experience from the stream of 

incoming Pbio data and its effect thereon.  

(213) In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, ASS score metadata are absolute, 

percentage and rate of change calculations of Pbio over pre-defined or variable time 

periods selected by the algorithm in relation to the involved physiological and 

pathological processes involving Pbio, the logged dynamics of Pbio prior to assigning 

the current ASS, duration of maintained therapeutic effect of the ASS on Pbio, and 

positional data of Pbio within its known or computed biological range of values in relation 

to the start and end points, and duration of the current ASS, and the specific pathology 

being treated.  

(214) Another aspect of the present invention is that when a successful switch set that has 

been assigned as the current ASS is no longer therapeutically effective at any point in 

time as determined by the assessment methodology already described, the algorithm 

first compares and matches the logged scores and metadata of previous ASSs to the 

recent dynamics and positional value of Pbio in order to predict their repeat successes 

of therapeutic effect on Pbio. When a previously assigned ASS is selected in this way 

and then repeats its success in terms of present therapeutic effect on Pbio then it is 

again assigned as the current ASS, and a new record of its primary score and associated 

metadata are recorded; such that a single switch set can have multiple ASS
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assignments and corresponding records each having different primary scores and 

metadata. If all previous ASSs selected in this way are retested but are unsuccessful in 

terms of their present therapeutic effect on Pbio then the algorithm again randomly 

generates all possible ES switch set combinations that have not previously been 

assigned as ASSs and outputs and assesses each one in turn via the same methodology 

already described.  

(215) A resultant aspect of the present invention is that the overall function optimization task 

repeats until a new ASS is found.  

(216) Another key aspect of the present invention is that the function optimization algorithm 

that controls the combination ES switch sets output by the stimulation device, 

continuously learns and improves its assessment and predictive ability of what switch 

sets will be more or less effective at any point in time within the biological range and 

given the present and previous dynamics of the target Pbio from continuously incoming 

Pbio data and computations thereon of the current medical case it is applied to.  

(217) In another aspect of the present invention, given the individual and heterogeneous 

nature of many types of medical problem even when similarly classified in medical 

nomenclature for conventional diagnosis and identification purposes-where the reality 

of the uniqueness of every surface wound or ulcer is an example-advance training data 

for the function optimization task model of the algorithm are not applicable nor possible, 

and so instead and preferably the software program acquires all of its training and 

learning data individually and uniquely while the stimulation device is applied to each 

individual medical case instance.  

(218) In a variant embodiment of the present invention when there is far greater homogeneity 

of the medical issue and also of the related characteristics and behaviour of the selected 

Pbio, then training data can be used to pre-train the function optimization algorithm.  

(219) In another aspect of the present invention, in order to further overcome the obstacles to 

predictable and reproducible therapeutic effect with ES, the stimulation device is 

electronically designed to include the ability to generate 'carrier' base waveforms with 

amplitude modulation of these waveforms by secondary ('envelope') frequencies also 

termed, signal frequencies, which are often the actual active element of the this ES 

modality. Typical ranges of such frequencies are base frequencies in the range of 1

20,000 Hz and modulating frequencies in the range of 1-200 Hz, though these ranges 

are given for illustration only and are not limits to the present invention. The base 

frequencies are selected in order to use to advantage the complex impedance 

properties-particularly the bioelectrical capacitive reactance (Xc)-of the superficial
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tissues of the deeper localized target pathological tissues even if the more superficial 

tissues are thick bones, as disclosed in patents by Liss: 

http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph

Parser?Sect=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch

adv.htm&r=O&p=1&f=S&l=50&Querv=IN%2Fliss-saul%OD%OA&d=PTXT 

(220) In another aspect of the present invention the waveforms are generated by either direct 

digital synthesis (DDS) or digital to analogue (DAC) converter electronics. The 

advantages provided by DDS waveform generation are allowance for micro-tuning and 

automatic monitoring of the output with feedback adjustment; the advantages provided 

by DAC waveform generation are smaller physical electronic circuit area and footprint, 

subsequent lower manufacture cost and ease of integration with other circuits that 

comprise the complete electronic stimulation device.  

(221) In another aspect of the present invention the amplitude modulated waveforms 

generated by the electronic circuits of the stimulation device are utilized to stimulate and 

regulate specific intra-cellular second messengers, including but not limited to cyclic 

AMP: adenosine 3',5'-monophosphate (cAMP), and cyclic GMP: guanosine 3',5'-cyclic 

monophosphate (cGMP). The chemical pathways, interactions and number of functional 

processes regulated by these second messengers are very large and extensively 

studied in the medical-scientific literature and so are not enumerated here. The medical 

advantage of this utilization is that in many medical instances its inclusion eliminates 

much of the uncertainty about the appropriateness and predicted effectiveness of the 

ES, since the functional processes regulated by the second messengers are already 

known in great detail and activation by them therefore far more predictable. A further 

medical advantage is that with targeted stimulation of specific second messengers, the 

ES is essentially, directly boosting what the body is already doing to normalize virtually 

any pathology at hand, without the human medical physician or technician needing to 

make extremely complex decisions for the best ES treatment strategy across different 

timeframes and in relation to the specific nature of the pathology, and further, without 

risking the disruption nor blocking of normal physiologic healing processes.  

(222) In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the stimulation device can operate 

as a constant voltage source outputting the DDS or DAC generated amplitude 

modulated waveforms that results in clinically effective ES even through thick bone at 

very low Output Voltages typically at the lower end of the 1-200 millivolt range and often 

as low as 70 millivolts, which is far below the levels of output voltages of waveform 

generating technologies and devices in the prior art necessary for them to give 

comparative therapeutic effects under the same conditions.
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(223) Another aspect of the present invention in relation to intra-cellular second messenger 

stimulation is that the software of the stimulation device generates a repeating, timed 

stimulation cycle that includes an up-regulating component that increases the production 

of a specific second messenger, followed by the possibility of a first rest period of 

variable programmable duration, then followed by a component that stimulates the 

pathway activation of that second messenger, and then again by the option of a second 

rest period also of programmable variable duration, when the whole second messenger 

stimulation cycle then repeats from the beginning. The present invention discloses the 

following base and signal frequencies confirmed during the clinical and laboratory 

research of the inventors: 4000 Hz modulated by 10 Hz for up-regulating production of 

cAMP (labeled cAMP_HZ1 in process step ML1-8 of the MULTI TYPE ES WOUND 

HEALING FLOWCHART shown in Figure 6), followed by 4000 Hz modulated by 20 Hz 

for increasing pathway activation and utilization of cAMP (labeled cAMPHZ2 in process 

step ML1-8 shown in Figure 6), and, 4000 Hz modulated by 25 Hz for up-regulating 

cGMP production (labeled cGMP_HZ1 in process step ML1-9 of Figure 6) followed by 

4000 Hz modulated by 20 Hz for increasing pathway activation and utilization of cGMP 

(labeled cGMP_HZ2 in process step ML1-9 of Figure 6). Though it should be understood 

by those skilled in the art that this aspect of the present invention is not limited to 

stimulation and regulation of only cAMP and cGMP and that the basic ES principle 

herewith disclosed can be applied to the stimulation of any number of other second 

messengers. Furthermore, the basic logic and biological effectiveness of stimulation of 

second messengers and especially of cAMP by means of chemical (drug) intervention 

is well and generally established, whereas the present invention discloses a dedicated 

electromedical approach that can achieve these same results.  

(224) In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the first rest period following the 

production component and the second rest period following the pathway activation 

stimulation component of the stimulation cycle are typically of 1-3minutes duration in 

order to maximize the overall biostimulation effect by allowing time for the intracellular 

second messenger processes to respond and not be overwhelmed by the ES energy 

that is a common pitfall of many ES approaches.  

(225) In a another preferred embodiment of the present invention, the ES combination switch 

sets already described include all possible combinations of specific intra-cellular second 

messenger stimulations, comprising top-level binary switch states of on and off, and 

binary second-level switch states for production upregulation stimulation followed or not 

by rest period and pathway activation stimulation. The medical advantage of these 

second-level switch states is the ability to regulate pathway activation of second
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messengers such as cAMP that have mediating and controlling effects on various bio

electrochemical dependencies such as keratinocyte directional migration under the 

influence of an electric field as autologously generated by a healing wound having 

sufficient normal transepithelial electrical potential.  

(226) To illustrate the general medical and electrotherapeutic advantages of the intra-cellular 

second messenger ES feature of the present invention, various well established 

beneficial therapeutic effects of cAMP production and pathway activation up-regulation 

are summarized, as examples only that should be understood do not describe limits to 

the scope of this aspect of the present invention: 

(227) Decrease of the overall activity and the specific electrical voltage across nociceptor 

membrane ion channels, reducing or stopping the transmission (blockade) of mostly 

neuropathic pain signals, rather than overwhelming the natural pain generating process 

as with transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation devices; 

(228) Blocking small diameter, mostly C type fiber motor and sensory nerves, resulting in 

vasodilation of arterioles, increased circulation, less perceived pain, local muscle 

relaxation, increased flushing of toxic metabolites, increased nutrient, enzyme and 

hormone uptake, and less neurogenic inflammation; 

(229) Up-regulation of metabolic activity for injury healing including gene expression; 

(230) Increase in neuron and axon survival and regeneration following injury; 

(231) Immune and non immune system inflammation modulating effects giving immediate and 

long-term protection of injured tissues; 

(232) Reduction of muscle tension and central nervous system modulated anti-spastic action 

following injury; 

(233) Increased functional stimulation and regeneration of muscle, and peripheral, and 

possibly, central, nerve tissue; 

(234) Enhancement of whole brain and synapse plasticity following injury; 

(235) Apoptosis stimulation; 

(236) Supporting medical-scientific literature 

(237) SILVER IONTOPHORESIS: 

(238) Becker RO, Spadaro JA. Treatment of orthopaedic infections with electrically generated 

silver ions. A preliminary report. J Bone Joint Surg Am. 1978 Oct;60(7):871-81.
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(239) Nand S, Sengar GK, Nand S, Jain VK, Gupta TD. Dual use of silver for management of 

chronic bone infections and infected non-unions. J Indian Med Assoc. 1996 

Mar;94(3):91-5.  

(240) Webster DA, Spadaro JA, Becker RO, Kramer S. Silver anode treatment of chronic 

osteomyelitis. Clin Orthop Relat Res. 1981 Nov-Dec;(161):105-14.  

(241) Becker RO. Processes and products involving cell modification. US 4528265 A. Jul 9, 
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Claims 

The claims defining the invention are as follows: 

1. A multi-type electrotherapy system for non-invasive treatment of one or more of: surface 

and internal infected tissues, gross tissue injuries, abnormalities and morphological 

changes, surface wounds and ulcers, and pain conditions, the system comprising: 

a machine learning algorithm, and 

an electrical stimulation (ES) device electronically designed and software programmed with 

the learning algorithm and to include the ability to generate carrier base waveforms with 

amplitude modulation of the carrier base waveforms by secondary frequencies.  

2. The system of claim 1 wherein the machine learning algorithm is a dynamic function 

optimization task algorithm.  

3. The system of claim 1 wherein input data for the learning algorithm includes 

therapeutically desired vector quantity changes of a target bioelectric or biochemical 

parameter (Pbio) that is monitored and measured repeatedly electronically or chemically every 

few seconds or minutes.  

4. The system of claim 3 wherein assessment of Pbio change is performed with 

continuously updated regression analysis or by other statistical and analytical means.  

5. The system of claim 1 wherein the ranges of generated carrier base waveform 

frequencies by the ES device are base frequencies in the range of 1-20,000 Hz and the 

secondary frequencies are modulating signal frequencies in the range of 1-200 Hz.  

6. The system of claim 5 wherein the waveforms are generated by either direct digital 

synthesis (DDS) or digital to analogue (DAC) converter electronics.  

7. The system of claim 1 wherein the amplitude modulated waveforms generated by the 

electronic circuits of the stimulation device are utilized to stimulate and regulate specific intra

cellular second messengers.  

8. The system of claim 7 wherein the second messengers include cyclic AMP: adenosine 

3',5'-monophosphate (cAMP), and cyclic GMP: guanosine 3',5'-cyclic monophosphate 

(cGMP).  

9. The system of claim 6 wherein the stimulation device can operate as a constant voltage 

source outputting the DDS or DAC generated amplitude modulated waveforms that results in 

clinically effective ES.
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10. The system of claim 1 wherein ES is performed through dense tissues and bone at 

very low Output Voltages.  

11. The system of claim 10 wherein the OutputVoltages are atthe lowerend of the millivolt 

range.  

12. The system of claim 7 wherein for intra-cellular second messenger stimulation, the 

software of the stimulation device generates a repeating, timed stimulation cycle that includes 

an up-regulating component that increases the production of a specific second messenger.  

13. The system of claim 12 wherein the step is followed by a first rest period of variable 

programmable duration, then followed by a component that stimulates the activation of the 

second messenger.  

14. The system of claim 13 wherein the step is followed by a second rest period also of 

programmable variable duration, when the complete second messenger stimulation cycle then 

repeats from the beginning.  

15. The system of claim 12 wherein the base and modulating signal frequencies comprise: 

4000 Hz modulated by 10 Hz for up-regulating production, followed by 4000 Hz modulated by 

20 Hz for increasing activation and utilization of cAMP, and, 4000 Hz modulated by 25 Hz for 

up-regulating production, followed by 4000 Hz modulated by 20 Hz for increasing activation 

and utilization of cGMP.  

16. The system of claim 14 wherein the first rest period following the production component 

and the second rest period following the activation component of the stimulation cycle are 

typically of 1-3 minutes duration in order to increase the overall biostimulation effect by 

allowing time for the electrochemical intracellular second messenger processes to respond.  

17. The system of claim 3 wherein all possible multi-type ES combinations are derived 

from a switch set table of base data comprising top level binary switch states of stimulation on 

and off, and non binary second level switch states consisting of the full ranges of each of the 

different ES types.  

18. The system of claim 17 wherein the function optimization task algorithm tests, scores 

and selects ES switch sets based on their relative effects or not on Pbio.  

19. The system of claim 17 wherein the learning algorithm continuously stores, updates 

and accesses the tested switch set scoring history to improve its switch set selection for 

performance of task optimization.  

20. The system of claim 19 wherein the ferroelectric RAM memory of multiple ES devices 

are a continuously accumulating, shared knowledge-base, uploaded wirelessly and
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automatically from each ES device to a central or distributed electronic database that each 

new and older device accesses and utilizes in its learning algorithm.
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Parameters-Variables
Time_CellMod = 5 seconds

Time_LIDC = 10 seconds

Time_rest = 2 seconds

Time_EF = 10 seconds

Time_cyclic_make = 2 seconds

Time_cyclic_rest = 1 second

Time_cyclic_util = 2 seconds

LIDC_bacteria= 2.5 microAmps

LIDC_virus = 7.5 microAmps

LIDC_fungus = 1.5 microAmps

LIDC_yeast = 9.9 microAmps

ML1

[YES] Continue R
mean

 log,

load ASS and ASS Score Table.
[NO] Clear R

mean
 log and

load Default_ASS

On power down, save last 
time Z R

mean
 log, current ASS, 

and ASS Score Table. 

cAMP_HZ1

cAMP Rest1

cAMP_HZ2

cGMP_HZ1

cGMP Rest1

cGMP_HZ2

Jump if GB or 
IB selected in 
switch set
under test or in 
current ASS 

ASS=TRUE

ML1-2
ML1-1

ML0

GB IB

Check ASS flag:
[TRUE] Load ASS.

[FALSE] Load switch set
 under test. 

cAMP Rest2

ML1-6

ML1-4
GUI 

Menu 
STIM CODE
Show current/last 
ASS, ASS flag 
status, and scroll 
through last 10
ASS

ML1-5

Identify Wound Procedure (IWP)

● Check second-stage stability and 
continuity of electrode contact

● Determine configuration of 
electrodes to wound

● Output a calibrated mean 
through-wound resistance value (R_wound)

 

Electric Field Stimulation (EF)

● Scale electric field (EF) to stage of 
wound healing based on R_wound

● Calibrate EF to electrode 
configuration and positioning

● Apply matching polarity EF based on
electrode configuration

● Output EF

Cell Modification Stimulation (CELLMOD)

● Scale electric field (EF) for cell 
phenotype modification

● Calibrate EF to electrode 
configuration and positioning

● Output EF 

Low Intensity Direct Current Stimulation (LIDC)

● Output LIDC at algorithm generated value

● Reverse polarity for X time to clean 
electro-chemical debris from electrodes 

   Rest period

● No current in any direction for time Y

● Allow pH under electrode to stabilize

● Minimize cell hyperpolarization 

ML1-3

ML2

GUI  
Get user input
SAME WOUND  ?
[YES] [NO]

ML1-10
ML1-11

ML1-12

CM1

CM1-2

CM1-3

CM1-4

CM1-5

CM1-6

CM1-7

ML1-9-1

cAMP
cGMPML1-8

ML1-9
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